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Abstract
The success of the new product development (NPD) process is vital for the survival of projects.
Especially for small entrepreneurial projects that try to survive in a very competitive
environment, affected by constant market and technical changes. Previous literature emphasize
the importance of the generation of new ideas, to improve the product concept during the predevelopment stage, but it did not pay a lot of attention to the sources of ideas. For this reason,
this study aims to develop the knowledge concerning the sources of ideas of small
entrepreneurial projects, during the fuzzy front-end (FFE).
The literature review of this study presents the previous researches that relate to the sources of
ideas, during the idea generation stage of the FFE. The structure of the existing model,
integrating the sources of ideas, is based on three categories: environmental scanning,
innovative organizational culture and joint research.
An inductive study and a research, based on the analysis of one small high-tech entrepreneurial
project, were conducted to cover the literature gap. This choice of methodology reflects the
experimental purpose of this research. The empirical data are only primary data, collected by
analyzing the diaries of the two entrepreneurs involved in the project.
Our findings reveal that contact with lead user, entrepreneur experience, customer involvement,
brainstorming sessions, competitor analysis, resource constraints and prototype conception
represent the main sources of ideas of small entrepreneurial projects in the FFE.
The practical purpose of this study is to offer some advices to entrepreneurs of small
entrepreneurial projects for accessing to sources of ideas, during the idea generation stage of
the FFE, and manage their impact on the development of the product concept. The theoretical
implications contribute to the identification of new sources of ideas and a proposition of
framework of their impact.

Keywords: fuzzy front-end, idea generation, small entrepreneurial project, source of ideas
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The development of a new product is vital for small entrepreneurial projects. The success or
the failure of the first product will generally determine the survival of the project.
Understanding how to successfully manage the new product development (NPD) process is
important for the growth and the profitability of small entrepreneurial projects (Rosenbusch et
al., 2011). These small structures have to understand how to manage their limited resources to
push their innovation project in a very competitive environment, with constant market and
technical changes.
The pre-development activities play an important role in the new product conception. Cooper
and Kleinschmidt (1986) revealed the importance of the pre-development activities in the NPD
process, managing these activities permits to specify the project and the associate product
before the start of the development. Their study shows that the development of successful
products is characterized by an important amount of time spent on the pre-development
activities.
The pre-development activities appear as a key issue for the survival of small entrepreneurial
projects. The pre-development stage remains challenging due to its ambiguity and its high
uncertainty (Kim and Wilemon, 2002), despite its importance in the success of new products.
Entrepreneurs need to understand how to manage the pre-development activities of the NPD
process in order to assure the success of their project.

1.2 Problem discussion
The front-end stage, the first stage of the NPD process, is the stage lasting from the
identification of an opportunity estimated worthy to be explored till the decision of the
organization to invest resources in it or to terminate it (Moenart et al., 1995). Smith and
Reinertsen (1991) popularized this stage under the name of fuzzy front-end (FFE), it includes
all the actions taken before the official launch of the project.
Murphy and Kamar (1997) stated that the objective of the FFE is to undertake the
predevelopment activities specifying the project requirements, in order clearly define the
product concept before its development. The specifications, defined during the FFE, are the
ground of the NPD process making this stage vital for the success of the final product (Dwyer
and Mellor, 1991). Smith and Reinertsen (1991) even demonstrated that the actions taken
during the FFE are the most efficient in regard of time and expenses to improve the NPD
process. These findings are supported by many other studies revealing the link between the
success of a new product and the time dedicated to the FFE (Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1995).
Several models for the organization of the FFE process have been developed in the literature.
Griffin (1997) divided it into two sub-phases: the “concept generation stage”, which starts when
the first product idea appears, and the "project evaluation stage", which begins when the project
officially receives the approval to develop the specification of the product. Another model,
proposed by Cooper (1988), divides the FFE into three pre-development activities: idea
1

generation, product definition and project evaluation. The product idea is found and developed
during the idea generation phase. Then, the product definition phase focus on defining the
position, advantages and design of the product. The final phase, the project evaluation, is
dealing on assessing the viability of the product idea. These models give a similar importance
to the idea generation phase, during the FFE.

Idea generation

Product
definition

Project
evaluation

Figure 1: Cooper's model of pre-development activities (1988)
Authors define the idea generation process, also called ideation, as creating and managing
sources of ideas and they recognize its value for the FFE stage (Dahan and Hauser, 2001).
Indeed, Stevens and Burley (1997) stated that more than 3000 raw ideas are necessary to create
one successful product, this demonstrate the great importance of the idea generation phase.
Moreover, the idea generation process is very important as the final product concept is the result
of the integration of multiple ideas that sharpen the original one (Montoya-Weiss and
O’Driscoll, 2000).
Many idea generation techniques have been developed through the literature, over the years,
like the lateral thinking (De Bono, 1970), the synectics (Prince, 1970), or, more recently, the
ideation templates (Goldenberg et al., 1999). These techniques have been integrated to the FFE
process in order to establish strategies to generate new product ideas. The most famous idea
generation strategies developed are the benchmarking (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000), the user
observation (Leonard and Rayport, 1997), and the analogical thinking (Srinivas et al., 1997).
The literatures provide many strategies to improve the idea generation process, in order to make
this phase more predictable. However, the existing researches did not pay attention to the
sources of ideas. Indeed, only 45 published product innovation articles were focusing of the
idea generation process, between 1989 and 2004 (Page and Schirr, 2008). Besides, to our
knowledge, no study concentrated on the idea generation phase of small entrepreneurial
projects, during the FFE. Small entrepreneurial projects have few or no resources at all and do
not possess developed organizational mechanisms. A study of the main sources of ideas of these
projects needs to be carried in order to fill the current literature gap.
The following dissertation will try, based on empirical evidences, to provide relevant data on
small entrepreneurial projects, during the FFE, and to highlight the different sources of ideas
influencing the product specifications, during this process.
2

1.3 Research purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to analyse how an idea evolves, during the FFE, in small
entrepreneurial projects and to explore the sources of ideas, during this process. This knowledge
will permit to have a better comprehension of how new ideas shape the original product concept,
foreseen by the entrepreneurs.
By learning how to manage a pool of sources of ideas, small entrepreneurial projects could
facilitate the access to knowledge and creativity. Understanding how the sources impact the
product definition will permit to entrepreneurs to take actions to simplify the generation of new
products. This knowledge can improve the management of the idea generation phase of the
FFE.
The study intends to give an insight of the FFE stage to entrepreneurs who wants to know how
to manage the sources of ideas and deal with the constant changes in the product definition.
In regards of the gap on prior studies on the idea generation phase and the unsolved questions
about ideas sourcing, during the FFE, the following research questions will be answered during
this paper:
What are the sources of ideas in the fuzzy front-end of small entrepreneurial projects?
How do these sources impact the trajectory of the product concept?
Why do these sources impact the trajectory of the product concept in the way they do?

1.4 Delimitations
It is important to highlight the delimitations of this dissertation. First of all, the study focus is
directed towards the sources of idea and their impact on the trajectory of the product concept.
The value of an idea, its influence on the profitability of the final product, is not analysed in
this dissertation nor the process of selection of ideas, called screening.
Besides, the study focus on small entrepreneurial projects with a very limited amount of
resources but also an important organizational flexibility. Thus, the results of this dissertation
may not be extended to medium and large firms. Additionally, by using the term
“entrepreneurial project”, we also include small projects developed outside the frame of
companies to our study.
Furthermore, our study was carried on a software based project, which development is different
from other products. For example, it is very simple to develop a rapid prototype for software
based products. Nevertheless, we argue, that with the development of new technologies like the
3D printing, this ease of prototyping is spreading out to other sectors.
Finally, the FFE is a process with unclear delimitations that ultimately ends when the product
idea is validated or terminated. Due to the restricted time frame of this study, we do not study
the FFE process in its entirety.

3

2. Literature review
We decided to carry out an inductive study and, thus, we had no idea of what we would discover
when the data were collected. We eventually examined the sources of ideas in the FFE of small
entrepreneurial projects. Due to the inductive nature of our study, we were not governed by the
previous findings of the FFE literature during the collection of the data. Nevertheless, we still
feel it is important to mention what previous researches found about sources of ideas in the
FFE; knowing what has already been discovered will enable readers to understand the added
value of our work and our conclusions, for research.
The FFE is the earliest stage of the NPD process, it precedes the development stage. It is during
this stage that the product concept is defined. The FFE starts when an opportunity is estimated
profitable enough to be examined and ends when the organization takes the decision to invest
resources in it or to terminate it (Moenart et al., 1995). This stage is characterized as “fuzzy” in
reason of its uncertain and dynamic nature, in opposition with the development stage which is
structured and organized by processes (Boag and Rinholm, 1989). This is why researches in
social and business sciences showed more interest to the development stage of the NPD process
as it easier to collect reliable data and to generalize results (Ayag, 2005).
The focus of this dissertation is directed towards the idea generation phase of the FFE, where
the product idea is created and evolves, in respect with the model designed by Cooper (1988).
During this phase, ideas are created, built upon, combined and modified, as they are examined
and discussed, to shape the product concept (Koen et al., 2001). The product concept, developed
during this phase, will be then examined to define the characteristics of the final product and
its potential place in the market. The product concept will be finally evaluated and possibly
brought to the development stage.
Furthermore, the FFE literature did not give a lot of consideration to the sources of ideas. While
researching on previous work on the sources of ideas during the FFE, we realized that no
researches was carried out on this specific subject. Most of the articles we found focus on
techniques to manage the idea generation phase of the FFE (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000), or to
select the most profitable ideas for the future product (Chang et al., 2008). Theorists who carried
out these studies argue that generating a large number of ideas is ineffective if people are unable
to identify the profitable one for the product (Rietzschel et al. 2010), and we agree with them.
Although, we defend, that more profitable ideas are found in a larger pool of ideas. We believe
that the generation of ideas and their selection are complementary activities that both have to
be mastered in order to maximize the efficiency of the FFE.
In the FFE literature, to our knowledge, only Murphy and Kumar (1997) identified sources of
ideas. Their work represents the only information available about the sources of ideas during
the idea generation phase of the FFE. In their article, “The front end of new product
development: a Canadian survey”, they analyse the practices carried out during the front-end
of the NPD process. They conducted a survey on the FFE activities of 15 high technology firms
in the integrated circuit board industry. Fifty three people, mainly managers and engineers,
involved in the development of new products, responded to the survey.
Based on the predevelopment model of Cooper (1988), Murphy and Kumar organized the
actions that supported the success of each phase of the FFE. Thus, the activities identified for
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the idea generation phase correspond to the sources of ideas during the FFE. Figure 2 presents
the activities related to the idea generation phase established by their survey.

IDEA GENERATION
Environmental scanning





Direct contact with customers
Request for proposal (RFP’s)*
Identifying new opportunities
Contact with lead users

Innovative organizational culture







Utilizing internal personnel
Stimulating and maintaining a creative environment
Freedom to look beyond the past product lines
Brainstorming sessions*
Forecasting of technological trends*
Management-personnel interaction*

Joint research*
* Supplementary activities provided by respondents

Figure 2: Murphy and Kumar’s model of idea generation activities (1997)
The questionnaire, that they created, examine several potential sources of ideas and determined
their importance in the idea generation processes. The study permitted to order the different
identified sources of ideas into three categories: environmental scanning, innovative
organizational culture and joint research.
The environmental scanning activities include all sources of ideas coming from outside the
firm, from its external environment. The survey identified that a direct contact with customers
was the first source of generation of new ideas, during the FFE. Indeed, customers can give
knowledge about the needs of the market. The questioned firms revealed that knowing
customers’ needs guide the ideation process. Respondents highlight also another way for the
customer to participate to the idea generation: by formulating a requests for new products, a
request for proposals (RFPs). This request for a custom feature highlights a new customers’
need.
The identification of new opportunities, evaluating the needs of the market without being in
direct contact with customers or lead users, is an important source of new ideas, during the FFE.
The interrogated companies admitted that being regularly informed of the market trends and
needs, permits to identify new opportunities and plays an important role in the conception of
new ideas. The authors noticed that looking for new product opportunities is important, in the
idea generation process, but gathering market information is not.
5

Being in contact with lead users was also revealed to be an important activity for the generation
of new ideas. Nevertheless, the results of the analysis are mixed. On the one hand, the
interviewed companies admitted that a contact with lead users plays an important role in the
new idea generation process. On the other hand, the survey revealed that it is not valuable for
every company because lead users are hard to identify and to approach, according to the
respondents
Furthermore, the innovative organizational culture of the firm groups the sources of ideas,
during the idea generation phase, that are based on the human resources of the organization,
these sources are internal to the firm. The study shows that the skills of the internal personnel
are important sources of new ideas whereas stimulating and maintaining a creative environment
are not relevant in this process.
The respondents of the survey stated that looking beyond past product lines, to develop new
products consistent with previous products of the company, is important but not efficient to
stimulate the generation of new ideas.
Additionally, three sources were added by the respondents to the tested ones, for the innovative
organizational culture of the company category. The first one is the brainstorming sessions.
Companies usually resort to this practice to generate new ideas, during the FFE. The second
source is the forecasting technological trends, which permits to generate new ideas pushed by
the foreseen technological improvements. The last valuable source of new ideas added by the
respondents is the interaction between the management and technical personnel.
The last category to generate new ideas, the joint research one, was highlighted by the
respondents of the survey. The joint research initiatives include both government and university
collaborations that trigger new product ideas.
Finally, it is relevant to notice that even if the work of Murphy and Kumar is the only one
focusing on the sources of ideas in the FFE literature, many sources of ideas have been studied
in other literatures, like design or engineering ones. Designers appear to use problem solving
techniques improving the creativity and enhancing the generation of new ideas.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Research based on diaries
The research questions of this dissertation required a deep understanding of the FFE of small
entrepreneurial projects. Of course, our first question, “What are the sources of ideas in the
fuzzy front-end of small entrepreneurial projects?” could be answered by a simple
questionnaire, the second one, “How do these sources impact the trajectory of the product
concept?”, by conducting interviews, but our last question, “Why do these sources impact the
trajectory of the product concept in the way they do?”, necessitated an in-depth view of a small
entrepreneurial projects, during the FFE. We needed to get very details information about the
daily activities of the entrepreneurs in small entrepreneurial projects, to identify the sources of
ideas and analyse their impact. We figured out that the best method to gather this data was to
get ourselves involved in a small entrepreneurial project.
We decided to accumulate our data by keeping a personal journal of our daily activities on the
project. This choice of data collection aimed to maximize the amount of data gathered, as we
wrote the diary by ourselves, and to reduce the lack of rigor in collection, like retrospective
bias. The reason behind using this approach is to avoid the non-transparency in the reported
activities, and having the researches biased by a selection of data. For example, if a product
developer was interviewed on his product idea or its development, he would describe his own
vision of the project and would probably omit some facts like his errors or details, intentionally
or not, that are vital for our research.
This data collection tool enabled to keep track of behaviours, feelings, and experiences of each
event. Every day, we wrote down what we did on the project, discussions, feelings, difficulties
encountered to understand the reasons that directed us when would step back to analyse our
diaries. The two diaries we wrote can be found in the Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 of this
dissertation. By looking both diaries at the date of February 3rd 2015, readers can have a good
example of how the different activities, behaviours and emotions were details.
The empirical findings of this dissertation contained the summary of both diaries emphasizing
on the identified sources of ideas, considering the important amount of data collected during
our study. The reason motivating this approach is to present only the obtained data relevant
with this thesis topic.

3.2 OlympiansT project
3.2.1 Project context
The entrepreneurial project in which one we got involved is named Olympianst. We started this
project in November 2014, during the “Technological Innovation Management” course of
Halmstad University. The objective of the course was to create an innovative product for the
medical field that could be fit to the market. The class was divided into 3 weeks during which
ones we had to build a business proposal.
The product idea developed, during this course, was a smart belt giving feedback on muscles
activities to prevent sport injury. The focus on injury prevention and more especially in the
frame of the gym industry, was decided based on a personal experience of Amjed who injured
7

himself at the gym. He also imagined the general idea of the product at the very beginning of
the project.
We chose to continue the OlympiansT project in the frame of our thesis. The continuation of
the project beyond the frame of the course was motivated by our interest on the developed
product concept and our beliefs in its potential success on the market. We decided to conceive
a prototype in order to highlight the technical difficulties of the product, and test it with
customers to improve it and see if there is a real place for it on the market.

3.2.2 Use of internet
In order to gather knowledge about the gym industry, internet was used extensively to find the
latest updates on technological products that were launched or were currently on research phase.
The researches were carried out using keywords such as “gym technology”, “bodybuilder
electronic products”, “bodybuilding applications” and other similar themed topics on different
platforms such as search engines (Google and Bing), technological magazines (T3) and
technological oriented websites (Engadtget.com, Stuff.tv, Techradar.com). These researches
supported the product concept by influencing its development thanks to the identification of
solutions already tested in other products focusing on injury prevention.
Crowd funding websites such as Kickstarter and Indiegogo were also a precious source of
information about competitors’ products. These websites presented different projects for pledge
and indicate the popularity of the proposed product among the community of users. Products
on crowd funding websites with similar characteristics than the OlympiansT product concept
were also analysed. This study enabled us to learn from our competitors in regards of the user
feedback, and to improve our product concept.

3.2.3 Discussion with experts
Another source of information and help, during the OlympiansT were discussion with experts
from Halmstad University. The supervisor of the project, Peter Altmann, is a sportsman
practicing regular dead lift and a business expert. He helped us to orient our research and to
discuss of the product concept thanks to his understanding of the market.
Moreover, we were also in contact with experts from the bio medial department, James Parker
and Charlotte Olsson, and electronics engineering department, Anita Santanna, of Halmstad
University. They gave us their opinion on the product concept and discuss with us to improve
it in order to make it fit to the market.

3.3 Development of the prototype
We developed a prototype of one of our product concept, a lifting cues reminder application,
on Android in order to gather feedback form our potential customers. The prototype was
developed by Clément based on his past experience as a smartphone application developer and
the good practices of development of Android, referenced in the official website of the
operating system (OS).
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First, Clément analysed the practical features of the product, taking care on only focusing on
injury prevention and not performance improvement, in order to create a rapid prototype:
choose an exercise, select its cues and display the cues when the movement is performed. He
based the design of its application on the Android best practices and the analysis of the most
downloaded sport applications of the market like RunKeeper or Sports Tracker.
Then, he developed a shell of application with only graphical user interface (GUI) and no logic
behind. This first version was created to test the different screen and the overall design of the
interface. He developed an application based on extensible mark-up language (XML) to make
the customization simple and adapt the product to the customer preferences.
In order to accelerate the development of the prototype, he hard coded the information, like
cues and exercises that should be stocked on a distant server on the final product. Indeed, hard
coding these information in the application make it heavier and easily hackable.
Moreover, some changes on the application, the use of audio cues and the number of step of
each exercise, were implemented based on the experience of Amjed as a squat sportsman. The
prototype was finally tested by Amjed, during his training, to detect the potential bugs that
Clément did not detect during his own debugging phase.

3.4 Squats in-depth research
In parallel of the development of the rapid prototype a separate study was carried out to gather
knowledge about squat on a theoretical and market perspective. This study was conducted by
Amjed because he could use his experience as a squat sportsman to know where the information
needed to be searched and to understand technical issues raised during this survey. This separate
study can be found on the Appendix 3 of this dissertation. The study focused on the lifting cues
used by sportsmen, the awareness of the market about injury prevention, the methods to prevent
injury developed and their impact on sportsmen.
A preliminary research over search engines such as Google was done to understand the exercise
and how it should be performed. In order to gather feedback from sportsmen, multiple online
forums were approached such as Bodybuilding.com, uk-muscle.co.uk, Menshealth.com, and Tnation.com. These forums possess the largest communities of sportsmen in the bodybuilding
industry. They are also very active, many topics are written by users and official articles written
by professionals of the bodybuilding industry are published every day. The consultation of these
forums gave to Amjed a better understanding of the needs and orientation of the bodybuilding
market to develop adapted features for our product.
In addition to the collection of knowledge on the articles and posts of these forums, he also
asked questions to the users on how they perform squats, what cues they have to remember.
Besides to the questioning of forums, he used medical articles databases such as “National
Center for Biotechnology Information website” to enrich the research with medical information
to understand the theory behind squat, how an exercise should be perform, and the physical and
psychological effects of sport injury. He compared the data from these sources in order to
understand the gap between the medical knowledge and the sportsmen awareness on injury
prevention.
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3.5 Customer interviews
The final stage of our project was to gather feedback from potential customers to improve our
product concept. We conducted interviews on customers in different geographical locations, in
Sweden and in Jordan, in order to determine the potential of our product for sportsmen with
different cultural background.
Two gyms were chosen based on their popularity and their resources. The first gym approached,
Platinum Fitness First Amman, is one of the finest gyms in the Middle East in terms of size,
equipment and in regard of its popularity among bodybuilders. Additionally, it is one of the
largest franchise chains around the world. The second gym contacted was the Nordic Wellness
gym of Falkenberg. This is the gym where Amjed use to train every week.
Amjed met the gym managers of each gym to get their consent on the conduction of interviews
on their sportsmen. The interview were directed by Amjed. He is a sportsman which gave him
the knowledge to understand and discuss the remarks of the questioned sportsmen. The
interviews were organized at the gym in order to create a better atmosphere for the discussion,
and create a close proximity between the product and the sportsmen. Conducting the interviews
in a gym also enable the sportsmen to test the product directly. The interviews were set up as
private discussions between Amjed and the customer.
The interviews involved three different type of customers: gym managers, personal trainers and
bodybuilders. We questioned the gym managers to understand how our product would help
them to attract more sportsmen and to collect advices to develop some business to business
(B2B) features. The personal trainers were approached to check how they could use our product
to educate their clients and help them, during their training. Finally, bodybuilder were contacted
to see how the end user would utilize the product. By choosing these types of customers, we
assured to get a wide insight over the benefits of our product, on personal and business levels.
The interviews were all structured in the same way. First, the product concept was introduced
to the customer. Then, we explained the purpose of our product. This presentation was followed
by a demonstration of the utilization of the product, in order to illustrate its functionalities. By
following this procedure, we wanted to be sure that the customer would understand the product
and let him project himself with it in his daily life, in order to gather a maximum feedback from
him, on every aspects of the product. We needed to gather opinions concerning specific details
on the technical features of the product, for example on the colours used, the font of the text,
etc. Moreover, we also wanted to have feedback on the practical aspects of the product such as
the type of the proposed exercises or the cues suggested. The interviewed customers also get
the opportunity to express what features they would like to have in the product, and what
product would they like to see in the market to improve their experience at the gym. This would
give us the chance to get new ideas distant from the product concept that we imagined.
The data gather along these interviews improve our knowledge of the market and bring us many
leads for the future development of the product concept. It also gave us a view of the injury
prevention concern among the sportsmen community.
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3.6 Data analysis
3.6.1 Referencing of the ideas
Eventually, the insight views of the project of both diaries were gathered to write the story of
the OlympiansT project in its entirety, with as much details as possible. The story of the
evolution of the concept idea, presents in the empirical finding part of this dissertation, was
analysed to understand the impact of the sources of ideas on the project.
Based on the study of this story, we looked for all the ideas generated during the OlympiansT
project. Then, we grouped all the detected ideas in a table referencing their description, as
presented in the written story, their creators, the context of their generation, the nature of their
impact on the project and we marked if the idea was omitted or used to improve the product
concept. This table was designed in order to have an overview of all the ideas and identify
cluster to group them.
The nature of impact of the idea was categorized in five types: start of the project, clarifying
concept, incremental change, radical change and market change. The “incremental change” and
“radical change” types were chosen because they show a difference in the amplitude of the
change. However, some ideas were not really fitting to these categories, by looking at them, we
highlighted patterns in their impact that we expressed by the other mentioned types.
In regard of the sources identified by Murphy and Kumar (1997), the sources of ideas depend
on the creator and the context of generation of the idea. For example, lead user are people, so
they can be identified by looking at the idea creators, and brainstorming session is a source
related to the context of the generation whereas customer involvement is a source of ideas
involving specific people in a specific situation. The description of the idea, the nature of its
impact and the fact that it was kept or omitted in the product concept were mentioned because
we believed that they would be useful information to study the impact of the sources of ideas
on the project concept trajectory.

3.6.2 Determination of the sources
In order to answer to our first research question, we examined the sources of ideas identified
by the FFE literature and we checked if they could be considered as sources of the ideas
identified in our project. Some sources of ideas were recognized in our finding in this way, the
creator and the context of the generation of the remaining ideas were compared to highlight
similitude between them and group them by cluster, corresponding to new sources of ideas.
Once all the sources of the ideas of the OlympiansT project were determined, they were put in
relation with the model of Murphy and Kumar (1997). If no link could be established between
this model and the source, we searched in the FFE literature to support the recognition of the
source of ideas identified. If the FFE literature could not defend our findings, we explored other
literatures, for example business, design and psychological literature. Finally, we succeeded to
established sources for each idea that were related to existing researches.
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3.6.3 Analyse of the impact of the sources
The study of the impact of the sources on the product concept trajectory was carried out by
drawing a table grouping each ideas and referencing the type of the sources, according to the
types identified in the previous part of the analysis, the nature of the impact, and we marked if
the idea was omitted or used to improve the product concept. This new table gave us an
overview of the influence of all the sources on the project. Then, we decided to draw the
trajectory of the developed product concept in order to see how the kept ideas influenced it, we
indicated the type of source of each of these ideas to analyse the impact of each source on the
product trajectory.
We first look how many ideas were influencing the trajectory of the product concept
considering the total number of generated ideas. We also observed the general design of the
trajectory to determine the different product concepts highlighted by the major shifts in the
trajectory and see which type of source would impact the most these shifts.
Then, we paid attention to the nature of impact on the project of all the sources over time to
find a possible evolution in the impact. We realized the same study by focusing on each type of
source separately. We also examined for the number of ideas omitted for each product concept
and compare this number to the total number of ideas generated during this concept, in order to
find possible patterns.
After these studies, we considered on how many types of source influenced the trajectory for
each product concept, to see if any relation could be highlighted regarding the type of source
involved in each concept, to verify if the entrepreneur use the same sources all along the project.
Finally, for each product concept, we determined the source with the largest influence, in regard
of the number of ideas from this source impacting the concept, to see if there was an evolution
in the nature of the source used by the entrepreneurs.
All these observations were used to write our analysis of the impact of the sources on the
product concept trajectory.

3.6.4 Understanding the reasons underneath
To solve our last research question, we utilized the table designed to analyse the impact of each
source on the project trajectory. Thanks to this table, we created a new one referencing the type
of source, the ratio of kept ideas, corresponding to the number of ideas from a type of source
kept to improve the product concept over the number of ideas generated from the same type
source, and the pattern in the nature of impact of the ideas generated by each source, if the
majority of ideas from each source had the same impact. This table was conceived to highlight
models of impact, relations between the type of source, the nature of its impact and if the idea
generated from it are kept or not.
In order to understand the reasons underneath these models, we examined back the story of the
project, written in our empirical findings part. We focus on every idea generated by the source
integrated into a model and seek for similarities in the story of their conception. The
identification of similarities allowed us to explain the observed models.
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4. Empirical findings
4.1 Readers guidance
This chapter describes the OlympiansT case, a small entrepreneurial project led by two students
of Halmstad University, Amjed Al Mouaqet and Clément Rofidal. It illustrates how an original
product idea is formed and evolves, during the FFE, in contact with different sources.
The empirical data compile the diaries of both entrepreneurs. This double perspective gives to
the data their wealth but also brings a certain complexity in regard of the linear form of the
narration as some events took place in parallel. In order to ease the understanding of this case,
all the ideas generated are referenced by a code in parenthesis: S0, S1, S2… This code will be
reused in the analysis part of this dissertation.
Besides, Figure 3 gives an overview of the timeline of the project and highlights the apparition
of each idea. It also references all the ideas identified during the project by their code. If the
readers feels lost in the events related in this section, we urge them to refer to Figure 3, to
understand the position of the event in the timeline of the project.

4.2 A muscles feedback belt
4.2.1 Start of the project
The project started in Halmstad University at the beginning of November 2014, in the frame of
the “Technological Innovation Management” course. Amjed and Clément teamed up for this
class. The objective of the course was to create an innovative product for the medical field. The
product idea was inspired by a previous injury that Amjed got while practicing squat in an
incorrect form. Since he injured himself, he does not feel safe while practicing squat and fears
to be injured again. By reflecting and mapping out what could be a suitable project for the
course, Amjed and Clément decided to create a product that could prevent sport injuries. At the
end of their discussion, the Olympians Tracker, named OlympiansT, idea was born.
The idea of OlympiansT was to create a product line of wearable devices that will support the
athletes while performing their exercises at the gym. The products would contain bio feedback
sensors, such as electromyography sensors (EMG), which measure the changes in the muscle
tension, heart rate analysers and thermal sensors. In addition to those sensors, a body mass index
(BMI) detector and a calorie intake calculator would be embedded in order to check the fat
levels of the body.
The first product idea was to create a special T-shirt, short or a weight lifting belt that contained
sensors in order to check the performance of the athletes and detect if they are performing the
exercises in a proper way (S0). On paper, the idea looked fascinating for both students and
appeared as something new for the market but the uncertainty of the project needed to be
reduced, especially regarding the technological dimension. Moreover, Peter Altmann, the
supervisor of the course, was a dead lift sportsman himself and already experienced the same
back injury than Amjed.
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Figure 3: Graph of the events of the OlympiansT project
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4.2.2 Market analysis
The next week, Amjed and Clément accomplished a market analysis in order to control the
competition and the potential market behind the product idea. Their study highlighted that the
wearable devices industry was booming on a world scale. They assured their findings thanks to
IHS. Inc., a researching company, which wrote a marketing analysis report on the industry.
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Figure 4: Marketing analysis of the smart wearable devices industry (Courtesy of IHS inc.)
The students did further researches on the market competition of the wearable industry. They
found out that Athos, AiQ Smart Clothing and OMsignal would be the main competitors of
their products. Indeed, these companies launched products fulfilling the same needs. Amjed
and Clément looked different aspects of the competitors’ products such as components used,
software design or price, and used them as a source of inspiration to improve their product idea.

1

The downside forecast is conservative, assuming that the adoption of wearable technology will be limited by factors including lack of

products, poor user compliance and lack of an overall enhanced experience from devices that are wearable as compared to non-wearable
products. The base scenario represents a reasonable adoption rate for wearable technology based on enhanced user experience and technological
success. This scenario remains limited by factors such as lack of reimbursement in medical applications, lack of product introductions by major
suppliers and improved functionality of non-wearable devices The upside scenario represents a best-case for wearable technology adoption. It
assumes significant success of wearable products based on successful introduction of new technology, such as smart glasses, smart watches,
non-invasive glucose monitoring, and widespread availability of products from major brands.
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Figure 5: Competition in the fitness and wellness sectors (Courtesy of IHS Inc.)
A market segmentation was done in order to identify the main customers of their product. They
determined that casual sportsmen and gym managers would be the main targets of the
OlympiansT product.

4.2.3 Product design
One week later, Amjed and Clément worked on the product design. They used their direct
competitors as a source of inspiration. For example, Athos created a washable EMG sensor that
could perfectly be used on OlympiansT. Unfortunately, the research led by the students, on how
to develop such sensors, was fruitless.
Besides, the students exploited their own knowledge and competences to find technical
solutions for the product. Indeed, Amjed was an engineer in electronics and Clément an
engineer in both electronics and information technologies fields. They utilized their skills to
look for components that could be embedded into a wearable device at the lowest cost possible.
Eventually, they had to reduce the scope of the project and chose to focus on the conception of
a smart belt (S1). They identified that, regarding their personal skills, a smart belt would be
easier to implement than the other wearables.
From an electronics point of view, Amjed found out which microcontrollers and sensors were
needed to create the belt. He needed to detect if the sportsman exerts a sufficient abdominals
force towards the belt to alert him to hold internally their abdominals tight if it was not the case.
Amjed also chose to make the belt and the smartphone communicate through Bluetooth low
energy, to reduce the power consumption.
For the software development part, after studying surveys on the most used OS and devices,
Clément decided to develop the application, in priority, for smartphones using the Android OS
(S2). However, no decision had been yet taken concerning the development tool that will be
used to implement the application. Clément finally chose to program the application with
Xamarin (S3). Xamarin is a cross-platform framework which permits to program for the three
main OS of the market (Android, iOS and Windows Phone), at the same time. Using this
framework appeared as a simple solution as Clément already used it, during his last internship,
and was familiar with it.
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The entrepreneurs designed the integration of the different parts of the belt. By the end of
November, they created 3D modelling of the belt as well as a shell of smartphone application,
for the demonstration of the product concept.

Figure 6: Product concept of the OlympiansT belt

4.2.4 Concept proposal
On December 5th 2014, the product idea was submitted and presented by the two students to
Fawzi Hallali and Peter for the evaluation of the course. The presentation showed every aspect
of the product and introduced the future development ideas considered, like adding a
motivational feature to the product.
Fawzi informed the entrepreneurs to look into existing patents. He also suggested to build a
network to launch the idea and advocated to contact the Science Park in Halmstad, and to
establish a cross departmental collaboration at Halmstad University. Additionally, due to the
limited time frame of the project, to get the product developed, they were advised to stick with
the belt idea, and keep the shorts/T-shirt ones for future development.
The idea was passed by Peter to a couple of experts of Halmstad University to gather some
comments and check if the project was feasible. By mid-December, the experts replied back to
Peter with many question regarding the project. Charlotte, from the bio medical department
replied back:
"Interesting idea. What caught my eye was that they were going to base their product on
sensors – "such as EMG, heart rate monitors, thermal and force measurements". Is this
what you foresee students from biomedicine/biomechanics to do, or is this already
done? Difficult to understand from the text. I think we would need to know more precisely
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what is already done and what aspects our students could be a part of? What would the
people behind the idea do? Market survey and what else? It wasn't quite clear to me?”
On the other hand, Anita, a researcher from the electronics engineering section, totally
understood what was required:
“As I understand, the engineering students would help with the sensors and hardware,
the biomech students would help with the bio-feedback and validation, and the business
students would look into product development, business models and that type of thing.”
It was decided to organize an inter-departmental meeting, after the Christmas holidays, in order
to discuss of the product idea in details and organize a cross-departmental collaboration,
temporary halting the development of the product.

4.3 A lifting cues reminder belt
4.3.1 A new beginning
As the time passed, the frustration of both entrepreneurs grew. Their hands were tights and they
could not go any further in the development of their concept waiting for the inter-departmental
meeting. Moreover, they encountered difficulties to set a meeting date as the experts from every
departments were preoccupied with other projects.
On February 3rd, the inter-departmental meeting, gathering two researchers form the biomedical
department, Charlotte and James, one from the electronics engineering one, Anita, two of the
business one, Fawzi and Peter, and Amjed and Clément was held. Additionally, it is important
to notice that three of these people were squats sportsmen.
First, Charlotte clearly stated that the project foreseen by the students was not feasible because
no sensor could measure the muscles activity as the students had expected it. Indeed, this was
required to know the form of the sportsman to know which data the sensors should send back.
Besides, the EMG had to be in direct contact with the skin.
The discussion started on the form and muscles. The students wanted to get some feedback
from the muscles to guarantee the form. Anita suggested to place the belt under the T-shirt, in
direct contact with the skin but James pointed out that it would be uncomfortable. Then, they
got the idea to replace the belt by a T-shirt or short (S4).
The reflection continued on what needed to be monitored and how to monitor it. Charlotte
explained that the main problem with EMG was that there was no scale, the data depends on
the individual. For example, a small muscle effort can be a good point for an experienced athlete
whereas it is not for beginner. She suggested to have a look into the Krimag project 2. From this
project, she proposed to determine the form using video feedback (S5). However, Amjed and
Clément did not want to change their smart belt idea for a basic smartphone application that
additionally, would be difficult to use. They considered that using sensors to determine the
form, as they foresaw it, was a better idea.

2

Kirmag is a product which relied on multiple sensors placed on the body to give feedback on the form thanks to the smartphone
camera.
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While James explained his golf injury prevention project, Peter proposed a mechanism to
prevent sport injuries by giving some cues, during the training (S6). The foundation of the idea
was that the sportsman knows how to perform an exercise and understands what the form should
be, he just needs to be reminded of some cues to pay attention during his practice, since he tends
to lose focus with time. The idea started to be build up. According to Charlotte, this solution
would require less sensors and less information to manage. Peter explained that if the product
would alert the users to tense a muscle in order to avoid injury then he would buy it, even if the
theory does not approve it.
The discussion moved to the health bracelet that were medically irrelevant but that were a
commercial success. For Anita, it was all about having a nice application, it did not require an
intense validation. From the business department perspective this was a great idea, as long as
profits can be generated, whereas for the researchers from the other departments, they were
scientific, they wanted to build a reliable and relevant solution.
After this point, the focus of the discussion was towards the psychological effects of the product
instead of monitoring the muscles activity, less information and less feedback, so a simpler
product. Anita suggested a self-management product which detects if the user is doing the
exercise or not, and an application that gives cue on the different movements.
Then, the discussion was more focused on using the knowledge of the sportsman and just give
advices on the smartphone. The belt would, for example, count the number of lifts, the
sportsman knows the good position, and he just needs to pay attention to not lose focus.
Anita asked some questions about the basic body lifting exercises in order to identify what
needed to be measured and how to measure it. Then, Amjed, Peter and James, as sportsmen,
discussed more in depth of the importance of the form, during the training.
The discussion continued about the objective of the project. For Charlotte, the sports technology
market is a tough market, it is not easy, but if the product conception is limited to a student
project then it is fine. Anita agreed with that statement, limiting the OlympiansT to a small
student project focusing on building a prototype.
After the inter-departmental meeting, a discussion was hold by Peter, Fawzi and the two
students to summarize the main points evoked. The meeting was unsatisfactory for the students,
who wanted to start the development of the idea, because it highlighted that their product was
not feasible. Additionally, it was clear that they would not get the material and human support
they hoped for from the biomedical and electronics engineering department, they would be
alone to create their product.
Due to the limited resources, they decided to focus on preventing injuries for the basic exercises
of squat (S7). The product should be developed for casual sportsmen practicing regularly squats.
It was a new start for the project, a totally new approach was taken in consideration, more a
proactive to reduce the risks of injury. The product definition was reoriented to have a limited
hardware and a software having a psychological effect rather than measuring and detecting the
form.
The new idea was to create a belt which would remind the user, by displaying messages, of
their lifting cues during his practice, through an application for smartphones (S8). The user
could select the cues he wants to be reminded of, thanks to the application. The sensors of the
belt would just give a feedback on the movement done.
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The two entrepreneurs split up the work: Amjed would gather data about the cues responsible
of the majority squats injuries, whereas Clément would start the development of a prototype of
the application. However, Amjed still had some doubts about the market success of an
application, for him it was necessary to have something materialistic, to feel you got something
for your money. The essence of the idea had completely changed and Amjed felt there was no
place for it in the market.

4.3.2 Design study and data collection
The night following the meeting, Amjed started to look for data about the cues of body lifting
and squats exercises. He planned to question the audience of the main bodybuilding forums like
Bodybuilding.com or T Nation. He also started to read articles and manuals related to squat, in
order to cross check the belief of non-professional sportsmen.
On February 9th, Clément started the development of the prototype. He gathered the
requirements of the defined product, during the discussion after the meeting, and reduced the
prototype to the features linked to injury prevention, separating them from the performance
improvement features. Due to the limited financial resources of the project, he decided to
develop the prototype on pure Android with Eclipse (S9), a free integrated development
environment, instead of using Xamarin, which require to be paid.
The software needed three screens, one for choosing the exercise, one for selecting the cues and
a last one to present the exercise and display the cues when the movement is done. Clément
analysed the good design practices of Android as well as the design of existing sports
applications. He applied them to mock up different sketch of screens. By the end of the week,
he had created a shell of the application and implemented the interactions with the basic
components.
During the same week, Amjed continued to gather information about squat from different
sources, forums and literatures. He realized that the information from each of them were very
different and squat was not an absolute science. For example, every bodybuilder has his own
perception of a proper squat. Besides, the anatomy of the human body plays a major role in
determining if the bodybuilder can perform a squat in a correct form. On February 12th, he asked
a new question on the forums, to know what sportsmen think about the belt, in physiological
way.

4.3.3 Reflections on the final product
Amjed also conducted another market analysis in order to identify the competition. He realized
that there was no software reminding cues available in the market. He also looked to the crowd
funding websites that present many tracking products such as Atlas, a wristband which detects
the exercise via vibrations.
Within week of February 16th, Clément did the main development on the application. He also
did some preliminary tests with his own smartphone. These tests helped him to detect some
bugs that he corrected.
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On February 19th, based on the idea of Atlas, Amjed thought about strap bracelets, on both
hands, that could detect the movement of the sportsmen (S10), during the training. They would
be synchronized together and will send the data to the smartphone via Bluetooth.
The next day, Amjed and Clément discussed over Skype. They started talking about the project
and how the design should be for the next step. Amjed explained his idea of bracelets. While
discussing about it, the entrepreneurs agreed to put aside the idea because using bracelets would
change the focus of their product, their target customers and all the studies they carried out so
far. Then, they started to reflect on the necessity of the belt, which could be replaced by another
accessory with sensors. They had a large reflection about wristbands like the Atlas one.
During the discussion, they realized that they might not have enough time to develop the belt
before May. A new idea rose from this reflection. To accelerate the development of the
prototype, they thought about putting the phone in the pocket and use the gyroscope in order to
determine the movement (S11). Still a problem remained, not everybody has a pocket, during
the training. This made Clément also realize that the user could not see the screen of his phone,
with or without the belt, making the display of the cues useless. Amjed suggested to use audio
cues (S12) but his partner was reticent about it. The idea of the smartphone in the pocket would
only be for the first step of the development, before the belt with sensors would be built.
They also discussed the organization of the test of the prototypes to evaluate the product concept
and improve it thanks to the customer feedback. Nevertheless, this required to identify precisely
who the final customers were to choose the relevant exercises and the associated cues. They
thought about presenting the application as a tutorial and distribute it to beginners (S13). This
idea had the advantage to be easier to test because any person who never practice squat would
be end user.
On February 23rd, they had a meeting with Peter. They discussed the clusters they had to focus
on. He rapidly rejected the idea to present the software as a tutorial for beginners and advised
them to stay focus on injuries prevention for advanced sportsmen. According to him, the main
cluster could even be the people who had already been injured.
Besides, the audio cues seemed mandatory for Peter, indeed, as the students realized it, before,
the user would never look at his smartphone during practice so the audio cues were the easiest
way to alert him. For the requirement of the prototype, according to the time and resources that
the entrepreneurs had, it was better to focus on the pocket prototype.
Amjed contacted one of his friends, Nasser, to create the audio cues. Nasser had deep voice that
would not sound robotic to the user or distract him during his training. He accepted to help the
entrepreneurs and to record his voice. Amjed compiled a list of cues based on his research and
sent it to Nasser.

4.4 A lifting cues reminder application
4.4.1 Finishing of the prototype
During the week of February 23rd, Clément developed the last parts of the applications in order
to have a functional prototype. After a discussion with Amjed, they finally decided to focus on
the back squat exercise for the prototype. Clément entered the cues, associated to this exercise,
into the software. By the end of the week, the application could detect the different positions of
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the user thanks to the gyroscope of the smartphone. After some tests, Clément added a delay of
10 seconds between the moment when the user push the button starting the exercise and the
display of the first cues (S14). This time permitted to the user to put the smartphone in his
pocket and prepared himself to perform the exercise.
On February 28th, another Skype meeting was organized between the two entrepreneurs.
Clément had some questions regarding the positions of the sportsman practising back squat in
order to know the position of the smartphone at every step of the exercise. After a demonstration
of Amjed, they decided to split the movement into three steps: standing, seating and standing
again. Amjed noticed that some cues have to be notified before the start of the exercise, so a
step 0 should exist in every exercises, corresponding to the preparation of the sportsman (S15).
On March 1st, the prototype was finished, only the final images and sounds were not yet
acquired, so random ones were used. The next day, Amjed offered to test the software before
the user in order to spot the eventual bugs that Clément would not have detected yet. Amjed
also sent him the final images and sounds the same day that he received from Nasser.

Figure 7: Screenshots of the final application

4.4.2 Debug phase of the prototype
On week of March 9th, Clément sent the application package to Amjed, in order to test the
software. Amjed gave some feedback quite fast, he had detected three issues. Two of them were
technical bugs but the last one was not. The problem was that the cues were looping when the
sportsman remained on one step, which was not a problem for Clément. After a discussion with
Amjed, the looping feature was removed as it could irritated the user and he could lose focus
(S16). On March 16th, the application was fully operational for the pilot testing.
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4.4.3 Pilot testing
The pilot testing started in mid-March and finished on mid-April, it was carried out in two
different geographical locations, to insure the approach for the Middle East and the European
markets. The test involved three different types of consumers: gym managers, personal trainers,
and bodybuilders. The reason behind that was to check how the software would help the gym
manager to attract more customers and raise awareness on injury prevention methods, and also
to take in consideration B2B features. The personal trainers were approached to check how they
could use the software to educate their clients. The bodybuilders were contacted to see how the
consumers could use the product.

4.4.3.1 Amman testing
On March 16th, the first pilot testing was realized in Platinum Fitness First Gym in Amman, in
Jordan, by Amjed. It was important for the entrepreneurs to have the product tested at the
biggest gym in Jordan. The tests included discussions with one floor manager, one personal
trainer and four bodybuilders.
The interviewed floor manager, Adnan, was interested in the concept idea and saw that there
was a potential for this software if it had more than one exercise. Additionally, he explained
that the cues should be mentioned in a better way, the voice of the narrator being very important
and requiring to fit to the gym atmosphere. Adnan explained “if the software isn’t innovative,
motivational, or supportive, no one will ever think of it”. He also suggested to play music behind
the cues to not shut off the motivation of the bodybuilders (S17).
On the other hand, the approached personal trainer, Moe, had a negative vision of the software.
According to him, “the most critical part of the software is to adjust the cue termination”, which
means that people have different body structure and the product should not generalise the cues.
Instead, he suggested that the cues should be set via a personal trainer (S18) who knows what
is physically possible. He added that the software should be more a motivating than an alerting
mechanism. For him, the software should be like a virtual personal trainer that can be consulted
every day at any location. Most of his remarks were track off the current objective of the
product, the injury prevention, but could be useful for the future of the project.
Initially, Amjed placed himself beside the squats rack in order to interview the bodybuilders
that would approach it. The first bodybuilder interviewed, Kareem, had already been injured
from squat. He suggested that the software should aim beginners and experienced sportsmen
(S19). Kareem also proposed to have a software that could group different types of exercises
and randomly pick one of them (S20). In addition to that, he expressed his interest for the chosen
colours of the software as they create an aggressive atmosphere.
Khalid, an extreme bodybuilder, was interested in having the music behind the voice cues (S17),
he emphasized on the importance to set the mood of the sportsman during the exercise, if the
software would annoy him by just telling him what to do, he would simply turn it off. He also
had the idea to let the user add his own cues and let him vote for his favourite cues, suggesting
more a social network product (S21).
Turkey, a normal bodybuilder, and Khalid suggested to have more animations rather than
pictures (S22). Both thought that the animation of the software were not sufficient enough to
understand how to perform the exercise and on what to focus. By pointing to an image on a
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chest press bench, Turkey explained that he wanted an application to shows him how to use a
machine to exercise, as the 2D images on the machines do not properly show how to perform
the exercise (S23). He proposed to build screens on the machines to show the different exercises
that can be done with it. For Amjed, this idea was totally different from the product concept
imagined.
Finally, Hassan did not understand the English terminations used by the software, making clear
that the application should embedded several languages (S24).

4.4.3.2 Falkenberg testing
The second pilot testing started on March 26th. It was carried out, by Amjed, in Falkenberg, in
Sweden, in the Nordic Wellness Gym. The tests included discussions with one personal trainer,
three body builders and one gym manager.
The approached personal trainer, Stinna, showed a high interest in the product and her
comments were very positive. She explained how the software would be beneficial for her
clients and how it could help them to exercise in a proper way. While using the application, she
noticed that she could select more than 5 cues at the same time, which according to her could
confuse the user. She suggested to limit the number of cues that the user could select (S25). She
commented other technical details, such as the colour of the software or other exercises that
could be installed. She also recommended graphical animations rather than images to show to
her client the correct form of an exercise (S26). Moreover, she suggested an additional feature
for the software: a hardware device which track everything done without requiring a
smartphone (S27), which would not be limited to an indoor activity.
After his meeting with Stinna, Amjed approached different bodybuilders practicing at the gym.
He started to talk with Linn, with who he shared a leg press machine. She was fascinated with
the idea and tested the application herself to see the functionality of the software. After the test
she understood how the software manages to get the bodybuilders attention by announcing the
cues. She suggested to use the application for beginners (S28) who attend the gym to exercise
and have to learn the form, like a virtual personal trainer. Linn also commented that people
have different ways of learning for example by seeing or listening.
Michael, a normal bodybuilder, made the exact same comment than Linn explained he would
like to have more visual cues rather than audio ones, as he learns faster that way (S29). By
looking at the application, he remarked that he would like more animated videos to learn the
form rather than images (S26). Moreover, he suggested to sell the product to beginners (S28).
Nikolas, another bodybuilder of the gym, was excited about the idea of the software. He also
required more graphical animation (S26). As he was achieving his exercise, he pointed out that,
he would like an add-on to track the workout and randomise it for his preference (S30). At the
end of the interview, Nikolas pointed a bunch of teenagers and commented that this software
could be useful for them (S28).
On April 17th, Amjed finally met Maria, the gym manager. She was very excited to discover
this product, and her interest grew each time that a new feature was presented, especially when
she saw the audio cues. She was interested in the concept idea, she saw that there was a potential
for this software if it had more than one exercise. On a business level, she explained: “I think I
can have this tool to help my personal trainers who work with their clients to decide on the cues
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that are required by them to do”. Furthermore, she elaborated on how the software was userfriendly and simple. For her, the concept was really interesting because everyone has a
smartphone and can use the application. Amjed asked her about her personal needs at the gym,
something that she was missing while she exercised. She explained that she would like
something more encouraging as the exercises tended to bore her. She explained that she started
to use workout plans found on internet, but that the routine of these workouts made her bored.
She suggested to randomize the bodybuilders’ goals in the application, to be more active with
the gym (S31). The more goals they set, the more chances they have to get points that they
could use to get discounts, creating more B2B interactions. This vision went far beyond the
injury prevention objective of the product. Nevertheless, it appeared as an interesting concept
to build on for the future development of the software.

4.5 A smart gym
The comments collected by Amjed, during the pilot testing that he carried out, led to the
addition of other languages on the application and to the development of a feature allowing the
user to play his music behind the cues.
Besides, one comment permitted to a new approach of the product to emerge. Michael, one of
the interviewed bodybuilders, suggested to install the product on the gym machines, to track
the practice of the athletes (S32). Couple of days later, Amjed thought about this idea while he
was at the gym and imagined a smart gym to incorporate different technologies and track the
bodybuilder’s performances. The idea was discussed with Peter and Clément, who never heard
about something similar before. The idea generated in the mind of the entrepreneurs was to
incorporate the machine with the athletes, to create a smart gym, a gym with fully integrated
systems that can track every step of the sportsmen performances.
Few days later, while he was working out at the gym, Amjed examined the different machines
around him to find how the idea could be developed. The machines were purely mechanicals
and no plugs of any kind was present on them, the options were either to have a device installed
on the machine or used a device carried by the bodybuilder. After further reflections and
discussions, the entrepreneurs established that it was feasible with a smartphone application.
The machines at the gym could possess a QR code or a NFC tag that would be scanned by the
user smartphone, then the application would display the cues linked to this practice.
Additionally, the machine would possess trackers to monitor the practice. Thanks to the
scanning, the software would know which machine is used by the sportsman and would collect
data from the gym database and display them on the smartphone.
In reason of the limited time frame, the study ended at this point but both entrepreneurs
continued to develop the OlympiansT product.
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5. Analysis
5.1 Introduction
The main ideas presented in the empirical findings were gathered in order to be examined in
details, in the current chapter of this dissertation. First, a description of the idea was given and
the creators of the ideas were identified, the individual who engendered the idea or people
involved in the process, if the name of the creator was not specified in the data. Then, the
context of the idea generation, the situation that favoured the apparition of the idea, was
described. The nature of the impact on the product concept, the change driven by the idea, was
also analysed. Finally, it was noted if the idea was kept to improve the product concept or
omitted. All these data were associated to generate Table 1, which is the basis of the following
analysis.

5.2 Type of sources
5.2.1 Lead user
The initial product idea, of the project OlympiansT, was created by Amjed, based on his
experience as a bodybuilder (S0). He also suggested some improvements after testing the
prototype (S16), to accommodate the product to the user. His bodybuilding background gave
him a knowledge about the market and its needs, which he used to imagine and improve the
product idea. He is in accordance with the definition of a lead user given by Von Hippel (1986).
According to him, lead users are product users who have needs that have the potential to become
the demands of the future market.
Von Hippel (1986) conceived the lead user analysis to integrate lead users to the ideation
process by identifying, negotiating and working with them but his analysis does not consider
that the lead user can be an active member of the project. In the studied case, Amjed is one of
the entrepreneurs leading the project and a lead user, at the same time. He wanted to create a
product for his own usage and then saw the market potential of his idea.
The scope “contact with lead users” is part of the sources of ideas identified by Murphy and
Kumar (1997). Indeed, companies recognized the importance of lead users in the generation of
new ideas. The OlympiansT case supports the extension of these findings to small
entrepreneurial projects. Moreover, in their study, Murphy and Kumar emphasized that for
some organizations, lead users were hard to identify and to approach, which is not the case if
lead users are part of the company. Indeed, the definition of the lead user does not imply that
he has to be outside the firm, this situation is illustrated by the case of Amjed.
The empirical findings confirmed that lead users, concept developed by von Hippel, are a
valuable source of ideas, during the FFE, for small entrepreneurial projects. Their
understanding of the market combined to the knowledge of the entrepreneur on technologies
can generate many ideas for the definition of new product. Lead users can also be internal to
the project, becoming an invaluable asset for their company.

5.2.2 Entrepreneur experience
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Idea

Description of the idea

Creators of the new idea

Context of the
generation

Nature of impact

Kept/Omitted

S0

Creating a wearable device detecting if an
exercise is performed with the proper
form

Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)

Based on past
experience

Start of the project

Kept

S1

Creating a smart belt

Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
and Clément (entrepreneur)

Based on experience

Clarifying concept

Kept

S2

Developing the application for Android
smartphones

Clément (entrepreneur)

Clarifying concept

Kept

S3

Developing the application with Xamarin

Clément (entrepreneur)

Clarifying concept

Kept

S4

Replacing the belt by a T-shirt or short

Anita (electronics expert) and James
(biomedical expert, bodybuilder)

Brainstorming

Incremental change

Omitted

S5

Determining the form using video
feedback

Charlotte (biomedical expert)

Looking at the Krimag
project

Radical change

Omitted

S6

Preventing injuries by giving some cues

Brainstorming

Radical change

Omitted

S7

Focusing on injury prevention for squat

Discussing of the
project /Limited
resources

Clarifying concept

Kept

S8

Creating a belt which would remind the
user of their lifting cues with a
smartphone application

Discussing of the
project

Radical change

Kept

Incremental change

Kept

Radical change

Omitted

Radical change

Kept

Incremental change

Kept

Target change

Omitted

S9
S10

Developing the application with Eclipse
Creating strap bracelets that could detect
the movement of the athletes

S11

Using the phone in the pocket to detect
the movement

S12

Using audio cues

S13

Aiming beginners

Peter (business expert, bodybuilder)
and Anita (electronics expert)
Fawzi (business expert), Peter
(business expert, bodybuilder),
Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
and Clément (entrepreneur)
Fawzi (business expert), Peter
(business expert, bodybuilder),
Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
and Clément (entrepreneur)
Clément (entrepreneur)
Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
and Clément (entrepreneur)
Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
and Clément (entrepreneur)
Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
and Clément (entrepreneur)
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Based on market
survey
Based on past
experience

Limited resources
Inspired from Atlas
wristband
Discussing of the
project/Limited
resources
Discussing of the
prototype
Discussing of the
prototype

S14

Adding a delay to permit to the user to
put the smartphone in his pocket

S15

Adding a preparation step for the cues

S16

Removing the looping of the cues

S17

Playing music behind the cues

S18

Setting cues via a personal trainer
Aiming beginners and experienced
athletes
Grouping different types of exercises and
randomly pick one of them
Letting the user add his own cues and
vote for his favourite
Using animations
Showing how to use the machines to
exercise
Adding other languages
Limiting the number of cues that the user
can select
Adding graphical animations to show the
correct form of an exercise
Creating a hardware device tracking the
activities without requiring a smartphone

S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28

Aiming beginners

S29
S30

Adding visual cues
Tracking the workout and randomising it
Randomizing the bodybuilders’ goals to
create an interaction with the gym
Creating a gym with integrated systems

S31
S32

Incremental change

Kept

Incremental change

Kept

Incremental change

Kept

Incremental change

Kept

Incremental change

Omitted

Testing the prototype

Target change

Omitted

Kareem (bodybuilder)

Testing the prototype

Incremental change

Omitted

Khalid (bodybuilder)

Testing the prototype

Incremental change

Omitted

Khalid and Turkey (bodybuilders)

Testing the prototype

Incremental change

Omitted

Turkey (bodybuilder)

Testing the prototype

Radical change

Omitted

Hassan (bodybuilder)

Testing the prototype

Incremental change

Kept

Stinna (personal trainer)

Testing the prototype

Incremental change

Omitted

Stinna (personal trainer), Nikolas and
Michael (bodybuilder)

Testing the prototype

Incremental change

Omitted

Stinna (personal trainer)

Testing the prototype

Radical change

Omitted

Testing the prototype

Target change

Omitted

Testing the prototype
Testing the prototype
Discussing of the
prototype
Testing the prototype

Incremental change
Radical change

Omitted
Omitted

Radical change

Omitted

Radical change

Kept

Clément (entrepreneur)

Testing the prototype

Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
and Clément (entrepreneur)
Amjed (entrepreneur, bodybuilder)
Adnan (floor manager), Khalid and
Kareem (bodybuilder)
Moe (personal trainer)

Discussing of the
prototype
Testing the prototype
Discussing/Testing the
prototype
Testing the prototype

Kareem (bodybuilder)

Michael, Linn and Nikolas
(bodybuilders)
Michael (bodybuilder)
Nikolas (bodybuilder)
Maria (gym manager)
Michael (bodybuilder)

Table 1: Major ideas generated during the OlympiansT project
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At the beginning of the project, Amjed and Clément evaluated that it would be easier to
conceive a smart belt (S1) and focused their researches on this device. During the same period,
Clément chose to develop the application with the Xamarin framework (S3) because he already
used it, during his previous internship. During the OlympiansT project, both entrepreneurs used
their knowledge and previous experience to generate new ideas.
The study of Murphy and Kumar (1997) was not carried out on entrepreneurial structures and
thus, does not include the involvement of the entrepreneur as a source of new ideas. To our
knowledge, the FFE literature did not pay any attention to entrepreneurial projects and there is
no existing research on the influence of the entrepreneur on the ideation phase of the FFE.
On the other hand, the entrepreneurship literature tried to understand the connection between
entrepreneurship and creativity. Researches well recognize that the knowledge of the
entrepreneur is a factor influencing positively the creativity (Amabile, 1988). These findings
are supported by Ward (2004) who highlighted that new ideas do not appear from nowhere but
are based on the existing knowledge of their inventor.
Furthermore, many theorists provide evidence of the importance of the knowledge on the
identification of new opportunities (Corbett, 2006). This can be associated to the framework
developed by Murphy and Kumar (1997) which identifies opportunity recognition as a source
of new ideas.
The FFE researches did not study entrepreneurial structures, during the ideation phase.
Nevertheless, entrepreneurship authors agree on the importance of the existing knowledge of a
person on his creativity. The data gathered, during the OlympiansT project, support the
recognition of the knowledge and the experience of the entrepreneur as a source of new ideas,
during the FFE.

5.2.3 Customer involvement
All along the OlympiansT case, customers were involved in the product definition. For
example, Clément read some surveys to know which OS and device were the most utilized in
the market. Thanks to this knowledge, he decided to develop the application for Android
smartphones (S2). In this case, the knowledge about the customer was acquired by indirect
contact, by analysing data collected by a third party. However, once the prototype was finished,
Amjed gathered data by organizing testing and discussing with the potential users (S17 to S32).
In that case, the data were acquired by interacting directly with the customers.
Murphy and Kumar (1997) already integrated the “contact with customer” dimension to their
framework of sources of idea. A direct contact with the customer was revealed to be the first
source of new ideas, during the FFE. The data of the OlympiansT case suggest to expand these
findings to small entrepreneurial projects. Indeed, over thirty two generated ideas, seventeen
came from the involvement of the customers, making it the first source of new idea of the
project.
To summarize, the empirical findings comfort the integration of the customers as an important
source of new ideas for entrepreneurs, in the FFE. Customers can be approached, directly or
indirectly, to gatherer information on the current orientation of the market. Entrepreneurs can
analyse these ideas and combine them to their own, to sharpen their product concept.
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5.2.4 Brainstorming
The inter-departmental meeting organized, at the beginning of February, permitted to the
representatives of three departments of Halmstad University to express their opinions and ideas,
on the OlympiansT project. Several ideas appeared, during this meeting, like replacing the belt
by a T-shirt (S4) or preventing injury by giving some cues (S6). The ideas were, eventually,
evaluated during the discussion between Fawzi, Peter, Amjed and Clément, which followed the
meeting. This reunion can be approached as a brainstorming session. Indeed, Osborn (1963)
defines the brainstorming as a method to generate new ideas in group, during a discussion.
Besides, according to him, the generated ideas should only be evaluated at the end of the
session.
The model developed by Murphy and Kumar (1997) also incorporates the brainstorming
sessions as a source of new ideas, during the FFE. Their research showed that brainstorming
was a common technique used by companies to generate new ideas. Their conclusion is
consistent with the findings of the OlympiansT case and can be extended to the ideation phase,
of small entrepreneurial projects.
The data collected support the use of brainstorming sessions as a relevant source of ideas, for
small entrepreneurial projects. Based on the collaborative work, brainstorming sessions
privilege the creation of new ideas. Thus, small organizations can use brainstorming to improve
the ideation process, during the FFE.

5.2.5 Competitor analysis
During the inter-departmental meeting, after looking at the Krimag project, Charlotte suggested
to determine the form using a video feedback (S5). Later on, after being inspired from the Atlas
wristband, Amjed got the idea to use strap bracelets to detect the movement of the athletes
(S10). In both case, the new idea emerged from observing the competition. Looking rivals’
products is part of the competitor analysis, the entire set of techniques developed to gather and
study competitors’ information. These methods include strategy study, product evaluation and,
strength and weakness examination.
The competitor analysis is not integrated to the work of Murphy and Kumar (1997) from a
theoretical point of view nor from the result of their survey. Nevertheless, their study is limited
by the fact that the majority of the respondents were engineer and managers, and it could be
argued that they would not easily admit taking ideas from the competition.
There is no evidence of the impact of the competitor analysis on the generation of new ideas in
the FFE literature. On the other hand, business researches identified the inspiration as one of
the six functions of the competitor analysis (Ghoshal and Westney, 1991). According to
Ghoshal and Westney (1991), the competitor analysis permits to organization to generate new
ideas by establishing what other companies did to answer to similar problems.
Nevertheless, it is the design and innovation literature that give a better attention to the
competitor analysis, in the context of idea generation process. Gonçalves et al. (2011) stated
that the study of the competitors’ products plays a great role in the idea generation process.
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Their study revealed that competitors’ products are the second source of inspiration for new
ideas for designers. These findings are corroborated by Eckert et al. (2005), who emphasize that
designers analyse the design of their competitors’ invention, assuming that they already have
tested it.
The FFE literature does not include the competitor analysis as a source of new ideas. However,
the positive influence of this practice over the idea generation process was proved by human
design researches and supported by business ones. These finding can be extended to the FFE of
small entrepreneurial projects based on the data collected on the OlympiansT project. Small
entrepreneurial projects can increase the number of generated ideas by studying the features of
the existing products, design and functionalities, or by monitoring patents of their competitors.

5.2.6 Resources constraints
After the inter-departmental meeting, the lack of financial resources obliged Clément to develop
the application with Eclipse rather than Xamarin (S9). Few days later, pushed by the limited
time frame of the project, Amjed and Clément decided to use the phone of the athletes to detect
the movement (S11). These examples show that the resources constraints of the OlympiansT
project forced the generation of new ideas. The resources constraints comprise all the
limitations that an organization has regarding the divers resources it needs, during the NPD
process. These limitations include any element that reduce the scope the search for a solution.
They comprise cost, time, material but also human limitations like skills or mind-sets.
Murphy and Kumar (1997) do not mention the resource constraints has a source of new ideas,
during the FFE. This can be explained by the fact that their study focused on established firms
that possess reasonable resources and not on small projects with almost no resources, like
OlympiansT.
Additionally, the FFE literature did not focus on the impact of the constraints over the idea
generation process. It is in the design and psychological literature that this subject is examined.
Indeed, several studies in psychology provided evidences that people thinking under constraints
generate more innovative ideas than people thinking freely (Finke, Ward, and Smith, 1992).
This improvement of creativity is explained by the fact that without a frame of reference
individuals search for completely new solutions whereas, when they have fewer alternatives,
they direct their search for simpler solution making them more likely to recognize new ideas
(Ward, 1994).
Researches have concentred more specifically on the impact of two constraints on the creativity:
the time constraint, like the presence of deadlines on the product development, and the financial
one, like the imposition of a specific budget for the development of a new product. Baer and
Oldham (2006) study shows that under moderate levels of time pressure the creativity is
improved, employees ignore the ordinary solutions to a problem and generate more innovative
ideas to solve it. Furthermore, others theorists maintain that the generation of new ideas is
enhanced under budget limitations, instead of being inhibited. Indeed, Shalley and Gilson
(2004) demonstrated that employees find more innovative ideas when they do not have an easy
access to resources.
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The researches on the FFE did not yet pay attention to the effect of the constraints over the idea
generation process. Although, the psychological and design literature have demonstrated that,
well managed, time and financial constraints can be immense sources of new ideas. The
empirical finding indicate that this knowledge can be expanded to the idea generation process,
in the FFE, for small entrepreneurial projects.

5.2.7 Prototype conception
During the development of the prototype, while reflecting on its usage, Amjed and Clément
decided to use audio cues (S12). Later, while testing the prototype, Clément got the idea to add
a delay, to let the user put the smartphone on his pocket (S14). These ideas were triggered by
the issues revealed during the conception of the prototype.
The conception of a prototype was not identified as a source of new ideas, during the FFE, by
Murphy and Kumar (1997). In their study, they analysed the prototype in the product definition
phase, as a tool to determine the design of the final product, in respect with the model of Cooper
(1988), on which one their framework is based.
In fact, the NPD literature is divided about the use of the prototype. Some theorists, like
Khurana and Rosenthal (1998), defend that the conception of the prototype takes place during
the development stage, after the FFE. More recent studies include the prototype conception into
the FFE (Carleton and Cockayne, 2009), when it involves the conception of virtual prototypes,
rapid prototypes or rough physical prototypes. Although, most of the studies defending the
integration of the prototype, in the FFE, argue that it aims to validate the technical specificities
of the product (Herstatt et al., 2004). Besides, the few studies that associate the prototype to the
idea generation phase, recognize it as a means to involve the customer and gather feedback
(Mullins and Sutherland, 1998).
The existing researches do not included the conception of a prototype as a source of new ideas,
nor as a stimulus of creativity. However, the empirical findings, of the project OlympiansT,
point out that the conception of a prototype is an important source of new ideas, during the FFE.
Thus, the data collected support that small entrepreneurial projects can benefit of the conception
of a prototype to generate new ideas to sharpen the product concept.

5.3 Impact of the sources
5.3.1 Trajectory of the OlympiansT idea
5.3.1.1 Drawing the OlympiansT trajectory
In order to analyze the impact of each source, on the OlympiansT project, the type of source of
all the major ideas identified in the empirical findings, presented on Table 1, was determined.
Then, the nature of the impact of the idea on the product concept was analyzed. Finally, it was
noted if the idea was kept to improve the current product idea or omitted. The results of this
study are presented on Table 2.
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Idea
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32

Type of source
Lead user
Entrepreneur experience
Customer involvement
Entrepreneur experience
Brainstorming
Competitor analysis
Brainstorming
Resource constraints
Brainstorming
Resource constraints
Competitor analysis
Resource constraints
Prototype conception
Prototype conception
Prototype conception
Prototype conception
Lead user
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement
Customer involvement

Nature of impact
Start of the project
Clarifying concept
Clarifying concept
Clarifying concept
Incremental change
Radical change
Radical change
Clarifying concept
Radical change
Incremental change
Radical change
Radical change
Incremental change
Target change
Incremental change
Incremental change
Incremental change
Incremental change
Incremental change
Target change
Incremental change
Incremental change
Incremental change
Radical change
Incremental change
Incremental change
Incremental change
Radical change
Target change
Incremental change
Radical change
Radical change
Radical change

Kept/Omitted
Kept
Kept
Kept
Kept
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Kept
Kept
Kept
Omitted
Kept
Kept
Omitted
Kept
Kept
Kept
Kept
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Kept
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Omitted
Kept

Table 2: Sources of the major ideas generated during the OlympiansT project
Thanks to Table 2, the ideas kept, to sharpen the product concept, were grouped to identify the
impact of each type of sources on the trajectory of the OlympiansT project. This investigation
permitted to generate Figure 8, where the trajectory of the project is a line that is not reoriented
(angle 0°) by ideas clarifying the product concept, a bit reoriented by ideas bringing an
incremental change (between 10° and 80°) and a lot reoriented by ideas bringing a radical
change (between 90° and 180°).
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S32

S24

S17

S16

S8
S7

S3

S15

S9

S14

S11

S12

S2

Keys

S1

S

Lead user

S

Resource constraints

S

Entrepreneur experience

S

Brainstorming

S

Customer involvement

S

Prototype conception

S0

Figure 8: Impact of the sources of idea on the trajectory of the OlympiansT product concept
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5.3.1.2 Analysis of the OlympiansT trajectory
First of all, Figure 7 shows that many ideas generated, during the project, were omitted to
improve the current product concept. Indeed, over thirty three ideas generated only fifteen were
kept by the entrepreneurs. Thus, more than 55% of the ideas generated were ignored, which
demonstrates that only a small amount of ideas created, during the ideation phase, were kept to
change the product concept.
The trajectory of the project reveals also that four ideas changed radically the product concept:
S0, S8, S11 and S32. These idea were the start of the four main product concepts presented in
the empirical findings: a muscles feedback belt, a lifting cues reminder belt, a lifting cues
reminder application and a smart gym. These ideas have different type of source so no source
has a stronger impact on the project concept than the others, in regard of radical changes.
During the first product concept, all the ideas kept were clarifying the concept whereas for the
next product concepts the ideas kept were all incremental. These finding show that, at the start
of the project, the entrepreneurs focused on setting and defining the frame of the project whereas
they worked on improving the current product concept after. This reveals that even if several
product concepts are taken into consideration, they cannot be approached as separate projects.
There is an evolution on the nature the impact of the kept ideas along the project, which
indicates that the impact of the sources evolves over time.
It can be observed that the number of ideas generated during each concept is very divers. Indeed,
height ideas were created during the first concept and only three of them were kept. The second
concept, on the other hand, was impacted by two ideas over three generated. Eventually, seven
ideas influenced the lifting cues reminder application over the twenty one produced. These
statistics point out that the number of ideas kept to improve the product concept is positively
dependent of the total number of ideas generated, highlighting the importance of the idea
generation phase for the product definition.
Furthermore, the number of type of sources influencing each product concept was analysed.
Four types of source impacted the muscles feedback belt concept whereas only two affected the
second product concept and three the third one. This shows that entrepreneurs do not rely on
all the sources all along the project, but use different sources as the project is maturing.
By pushing the analysis further, it appears that the main source of kept ideas, for the first product
concept, was the entrepreneur experience. During the second product concept, it was the
resource constraints. On the other hand, the third concept is mostly influenced by the conception
of the prototype and the customer involvement. At the beginning of the project, the
entrepreneurs were relying on themselves to generate new ideas. Once the product concept was
well established, the resources constraints of the project appeared and, once they were managed,
a fast prototype was conceived. This last step permitted to involve more customers in the
development of the product concept. This data demonstrates that entrepreneurs have access to
different sources of ideas, according to the advancement of the project.
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5.3.2 Models of impact
5.3.2.1 Revealing the models
In order to highlight the nature of the impact of each kind of source, the ideas of Table 2 were
grouped according to their type of source. By grouping this data, patterns appear regarding the
nature of the impact driven by each type of source. Eventually, the ratio of ideas kept,
corresponding to the number of ideas from a type of source kept to improve the product concept
over the number of ideas generated from the same type source, was noted. This study permitted
to generate Table 3. The examination of this new table emphasizes the presence of five models
of impact regarding the type of source.

Type of source
Lead user
Entrepreneur experience
Customer involvement
Brainstorming
Competitor analysis
Resources constraints
Prototype conception

Pattern in the nature of
impact
Always clarifying concept
Always radical change
Often incremental change
(3/4)

Ratio of idea kept
2/2
2/2
4/17
1/3
0/2
3/3
3/4

Table 3: Models of impact of the different type of sources on the OlympiansT product concept

5.3.2.2 The entrepreneur experience clarifies the product concept
The data of Table 3 reveals that the entrepreneur experience exclusively generated ideas
clarifying the product concept. Moreover, the ideas created by this type of source were always
kept by the entrepreneur to improve the product definition.
At the very beginning of the project OlympiansT, Clément chose to develop the smartphone
application with Xamarin (S3). He took this decision to reduce the uncertainty of the project
regarding the development of the software, he selected Xamarin because he utilized it during
his last internship and was familiar with this framework.
This example reveals that, at the beginning of the project, the entrepreneurs needed to clarify
some aspects of the product concept and they relied on their past experience to decrease the
level of uncertainty, of the project. Their experience allowed them to find a solution that they
had already tested, which also reduced the complexity of the task. Thus, the ideas generated
based on the entrepreneur experience reduced the uncertainty and the complexity of the project,
this is why they were always kept to improve the product concept.
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5.3.2.3 The competitor analysis does not impact the product concept
The study of the OlympiansT project highlights that ideas created by carrying out a competitor
analysis always have a radical impact on the product concept. Additionally, these ideas were
always omitted and never improved the product concept.
During the inter-departmental meeting, inspired by the Krimag project, Charlotte suggested to
determine the form thanks to a video feedback (S5). However, the entrepreneurs did not keep
this idea in mind because it was too different from the product concept they had imagined.
The empirical findings show that the entrepreneurs studied the competitor’s products to find
inspiration for new product idea. The OlympiansT concept was unique, completely different
from the competition, so the ideas generated by the competitor analysis were all radicals. These
ideas were so radical that the product concept that they created was too different, of the one
imagined by the entrepreneurs, to be kept. There is a paradox concerning the use of the
competitor analysis to generate new product ideas.
Why did entrepreneurs look for competitor products if the ideas generated by this way would
be eventually omitted? We think that there are two answers to this question. First, entrepreneurs
may not know that the idea would not be used to improve the product concept. Another
possibility is that, even if the idea is omitted, it still influences the entrepreneurs and serves as
a reference for future ideas. It could be interesting to analyse the impact of one idea on the
mind-set of an entrepreneur to confirm this hypothesis.

5.3.2.4 The prototype conception incrementally impacts the product concept
We observed that three of the ideas discovered, during the conception of the prototype, drove
incremental changes in the product concept and were kept to sharpen it. Nevertheless, the last
idea created by this source (S13) drove a target change and was omitted by the entrepreneurs.
We consider this idea as an exception and we ignore it in the following analysis. Thus, it appears
that the conception of a prototype generated incremental ideas that would be used for improving
the product concept.
While developing the application for smartphone, Amjed and Clément chose to use audio cues
instead of visual ones (S12). They took this decision because they realized that there was a
practical issue in the use of the application: the user cannot see his smartphone while performing
squat.
The data of the OlympiansT project demonstrates that the conception of a prototype highlight
technical and practical issues that were solved by new ideas. The created ideas just aimed to fix
the revealed issues, in the frame of the project. The domain of research of the solutions being
limited to the frame of the project explains why the ideas generated by this source were
incremental. Besides, these ideas were always kept due to the necessity to fix the encountered
issues.

5.3.2.5 Lead users have a strong impact on the product concept
The data gathered during the OlympiansT project show that the ideas created by lead users
always impacted the product idea.
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Before the pilot testing, Amjed tested the prototype and suggested to remove the looping cues
(S16). For him, they disturbed the user, during his training. However, Clément did not agree
with him, in the first place. Amjed had to defend his point of view to make the idea approved
by his partner.
This case reveals that idea discovered by lead users were adapted to the market needs.
Furthermore, the lead user involved in the OlympiansT project, Amjed, was also an
entrepreneur. He had the technological and market knowledge to generate relevant ideas. He
was also an entrepreneur of the project and he could defend his idea to his partner, Clément.
The position of user-entrepreneur of Amjed explains why the lead users’ ideas were always
kept to improve the product concept.

2.5.2.6 Resource constraints have a strong impact on the product concept
The analysis of Table 3 exposes that the ideas created due to resource constraints were always
kept to revise the project definition.
After the inter-departmental meeting, due to the limited time frame of the project, Amjed and
Clément decided to use the smartphone of the sportman to detect his movements, during the
training (S11). They did not find a better alternative to develop their product, with the time they
had.
The generation of this idea illustrates that the resource constraints pushed the entrepreneurs to
create new ideas to neglect the limitations of the project. Like for the idea generated by the
prototype conception, the ideas imagined due to resource constraints are meant to solve an
imminent issue. In the OlympiansT project, the ideas imagined by this source were always kept
because they were necessary to the development of the project and no better alternative was
identified.
It could be argued that if more ideas would have been found to overstep the resource constraints,
during this project, not all of them would have been accepted. Thus, the model highlighted here
could be invalidated by further research.
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6. Conclusion and discussions
6.1 Conclusions
6.1.1 Proposed theoretical framework
Our findings, on the study of the OlympiansT project, were associated to develop a theoretical
framework of the impact of the sources of ideas involved during the FFE of small
entrepreneurial projects. This framework presents all the discoveries of this dissertation
regarding the different type of sources of ideas and their impact on the product concept. Our
model is illustrated by Figure 9, where each source is represented by a circle and their impact
on the product concept by a coloured arrow; darker is the arrow, more the ideas generated by
this source impact the trajectory of the product concept.

Lead user

Prototype
conception

Entrepreneur
experience

Product
concept
Resource
constraints

Customer
involvement

Competitor
analysis

Brainstorming

Figure 9: Proposed framework of the impact of the sources of idea on small entrepreneurial
projects during the FFE
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6.1.2 What are the sources of idea in the fuzzy front end of small
entrepreneurial projects?
Based on the analysis of the OlympiansT case, we identified some sources of ideas of small
entrepreneurial projects, during the FFE. In the analysis part of this dissertation, we recognized
seven sources of ideas by studying Table 1: lead user, entrepreneur experience, customer
involvement, brainstorming, competitor analysis, resource constraints and prototype
conception.
Lead users are one source of new ideas. They possess an understanding of the market which
can be combined to the technical knowledge of entrepreneurs to generate innovative ideas. Lead
users were already identified by Murphy and Kumar (1997) as a source of new ideas but their
survey emphasizes that lead users could be hard to communicate with. However, the lead user
involved, in OlympiansT, was internal to the project so the issue raised by Murphy and Kumar
could not be observed.
In regard of the data we collected, many ideas can be created on the knowledge and previous
experience of entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurship researches support these findings and
recognize that the knowledge of the entrepreneur is a factor improving the creativity (Amabile,
1988). Although, the literature did not analysed the impact of the entrepreneur on the FFE. The
entrepreneur experience can still be associated to the framework of Murphy and Kumar (1997),
which includes the “identification of new opportunity” dimension, as many theorists agree on
the positive impact of the knowledge on the identification of new opportunities (Corbett, 2006).
From a customer involvement perspective, our findings show that customers can be integrated
to the definition of new product by direct or indirect contact. Direct contact with customer
includes interactions between the entrepreneurs and customers, like by letting user to test a
prototype, whereas integration by indirect contact is usually performed by analysing data
collected by a third party. The empirical findings show that a direct contact with the customer
is the first source of new ideas which supports the conclusions of Murphy and Kumar (1997).
Additionally, the “request for proposal” dimension, identified by Murphy and Kumar, can be
considered as a part of the customer involvement as approached in our study.
Our findings also reveal that brainstorming sessions favour the apparition of innovative ideas.
The generation of new ideas is enhance by these discussions where participants collaborate to
improve the product concept. This confirms the findings of Murphy and Kumar (1997), who
recognize brainstorming as a common technique to generate new ideas, during the FFE.
The case that we studied shows that ideas can emerged from a competitor analysis. These data
are supported by business literature that recognize the competitor analysis as a source of
inspiration for new ideas (Ghoshal and Westney, 1991). Besides, design and innovation
researches also demonstrate that competitors’ products are the second source of inspiration for
new ideas (Gonçalves et al., 2011). However, the influence of the competitor analysis over the
idea generation phase has not been investigated yet by the FFE theorists.
The data we gathered highlight that the resource constraints of a project force the generation of
new ideas. The positive impact of constraints over the generation of innovative ideas is
validated by several studies in psychology (Finke, Ward, and Smith, 1992). More specifically,
Baer and Oldham (2006) provide evidence that under moderate levels of time pressure the
creativity is improved, and Shalley and Gilson (2004) that the generation of new ideas is
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enhanced under budget limitations, instead of being inhibited. Nevertheless, the FFE literature
did not pay attention to the impact of the constraints over the ideation process.
The last source of idea identified is the prototype conception. Our finding reveals that the issues
raised during the conception of the prototype enhance the generation of new ideas. The NPD
literature is divided on the use of the prototype. Some researches include the development of
the prototype in the development stage but more recent studies incorporate it in the FFE.
Although, the few studies that associate the prototype to the idea generation phase, identify it
as a means to involve customers (Mullins and Sutherland, 1998).
Furthermore, it is interesting to understand the absence of sources identified by Murphy and
Kumar (1997), in our findings. Small entrepreneurial projects do not possess the strong
organizational culture of the firms questioned by Murphy and Kumar. This explains why the
“management-personnel interaction”, “freedom to look beyond the past product line”, “utilizing
internal personnel” and “stimulating and maintaining a creative environment” dimensions are
not observed as sources of ideas. In the same way, small entrepreneurial projects do not have
the resources to properly analyse the forecasts of the technological trends.
The last category of the model of Murphy and Kumar (1997), the joint research, does not appear
in our data. Nevertheless, the impact of this category on the project may have been observed if
the inter-departmental collaboration, between the electronics engineering, bio medical and
business departments, would have successfully been set up. Thus, the joint research may be a
valid source of ideas for small entrepreneurial projects.

6.1.3 How do these sources impact the trajectory of the product concept?
This dissertation also aims to analyse the impact of the sources of ideas, of small entrepreneurial
projects, on the trajectory of the product concept. The analysis carried out in this paper, and
more especially the examination of Figure 8, highlights the impact of the seven identified type
of sources on the trajectory of the OlympiansT product concept.
First of all, this study affirms the importance of the idea generation phase, during the FFE. Our
data show that less than half of the created ideas are used to improve the product concept. This
supports the findings of Stevens and Burley (1997) that a large number of ideas is necessary to
create a product. A deeper analysis reveals that the number of ideas kept to improve the product
concept is positively dependent of the total number of produced ideas.
The collected data also demonstrate that there is no source driving more radical changes than
the others. All the sources have the same potential to produce idea creating an important shift
in the trajectory of the product concept. Besides, the analysis of the data indicates that the
different developed product concepts of a project, during the FFE, cannot be studied as separate
activities.
The findings also indicate that entrepreneurs have access and use different sources of ideas
according to their impact on the product concept in regard to the maturity of the project. For
example, entrepreneurs seem to rely more on their experience at the start of the project while
they use a lot customers’ feedback once a prototype is conceived. It would be interesting to
understand the factors driving the entrepreneurs’ choice regarding the sources of ideas they use.
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6.1.4 Why do these sources impact the trajectory of the product concept in
the way they do?
The last purpose of this dissertation is to have a better understanding of the impact of the sources
of ideas on the trajectory of the product concept. The examination of Table 3, built on the data
collected during the OlympiansT project, gives an insight of the reasons behind the impact of
some sources. Five relations between sources of ideas and their impact on the product concept
were identified, in the analysis chapter.
The first model of impact found is that entrepreneurs use their experience to create ideas that
are used to clarify the product concept, at the beginning of the project. Entrepreneur use their
knowledge to generate ideas that they already tried in order to reduce the uncertainty and the
complexity of the project, in the early phase of the project.
Another pattern highlighted is that competitor analysis generate ideas driving radical changes
that are never used to improve the product concept. The findings reveal a paradox concerning
the competitor analysis as a source of new ideas in small entrepreneurial projects. Indeed,
entrepreneurs look in the competition to find inspiration for their product but the ideas generated
this way distort the product concept foreseen and are not taken into consideration. An in-depth
study of the competitor analysis over the idea generation process needs to be carry to understand
the reasons of this paradox.
We also find evidences that the conception of a prototype enhance the generation of incremental
ideas that are used to shape the product concept. During the conception of the prototype
practical and technical issues are raised. They favor the apparition of new ideas meant to solve
the identified problem in the frame of the project.
The finding support that ideas generated by lead users are always improving the product
concept. This is explain by the presence of a user-entrepreneur in the OlympiansT project. He
could generate relevant ideas regarding the market and technological orientation of the project
that he could defend to his partner.
The data gathered reveal that ideas generated by resource constraints are always kept to improve
the current project idea. This is because the idea created due to resource constraints are meant
to fix an urgent problem. Although, this model seems to be very specific to the case of
OlympiansT and could be invalidated by further research.

6.2 Practical implications
This study contributes to bring a better comprehension of the FFE stage of small entrepreneurial
projects and, more specifically of the sources of ideas involved in the idea generation phase,
their impact on the trajectory of the product concept and the reasons underneath. Our findings
can benefit to all entrepreneurs who want to increase the number of ideas generated, during the
FFE, to create more innovative products and to reduce the development costs of their projects.
We offer some advices to entrepreneurs to help them to improve the exploitation of the sources
of ideas. To improve the number of ideas generated by customers a direct approach, for example
by using a prototype, should be preferred. This will give an insight view of the market
requirements and can enhance the apparition of new ideas. Starting the conception of a rapid
prototype will also positively influence the creation of new incremental ideas to shape the
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product concept. By knowing the sources of ideas, entrepreneurs can take the actions necessary
to access them.
Furthermore, competitor analysis appear as an irrelevant source of ideas. Entrepreneurs should
not spoilt resources in it as no idea generated by this source will impact the product concept. In
a general way, entrepreneurs should not be afraid to over exploit one source to generate ideas
as their impact on the product concept evolve with the project maturity.
When small entrepreneurial projects start, entrepreneurs should consider involving people with
a strong working background instead of unexperienced individuals, this will improve the
number of ideas created and increase the efficiency of FFE stage. Entrepreneurs with an
important past experience and a large knowledge will be more likely to clarify the product
concept and simplify the project, in the early stage of the ideation process. Additionally, the
lack of resources should not be feared by the entrepreneurs in the idea generation phase, on a
contrary it is an asset that will enhance the apparition of new ideas.

6.3 Theoretical implications
The result of our study bring additional value to the FFE researches, more especially to the idea
generation phase ones. We identified seven different sources of new ideas, in the FFE of small
entrepreneurial projects, revealing new sources, not previously discovered by the literature. We
showed that small entrepreneurial projects have access to different sources than firms, due to
their specific resources limitations and their great organizational flexibility.
We also gave an example on how each source impacts the product concept, during the idea
generation phase, and these findings need to be generalized by future researches. The
framework proposed in this dissertation aims to be the basis of future studies on small
entrepreneurial projects, during the FFE. Theorists should focus more on the impact of each
source in order to improve the management of this uncertain stage.
Finally, this study highlighted some links between the design and FFE literature. It appears that
from an idea generation perspective, designers and entrepreneurs, have similar reasoning. If a
bridge between these disciplines exists, this would have a great implication on the researches
of both fields.

6.4 Further researches
The findings of our study are the starting point for future researches on the FFE of small
entrepreneurial projects. This survey only focus on a small part of the literature gap of the idea
generation phase of small entrepreneurial projects and there is still a lot to discover.
The analysis of the OlympiansT project reveals the presence of seven sources of ideas but it did
not cover the whole FFE, due to the limited time frame. Other sources may exist, explaining
the exception identified in the impact of the prototype conception, and we believe that a study
should be carried out on a project, until the termination of the FFE, to identify more sources.
Then, quantitative studies should be achieved in order to generalize our results and extend them
to all small entrepreneurial projects.
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In addition, an interesting study can be made on the new sources of idea identified, to get a
better understanding of their impact. Another suggested subject of research is to combine the
knowledge on the sources and their impact with the knowledge on the selection of relevant
ideas, in order to maximize the effectiveness of the ideation phase.
Besides, a relevant research would be to inspect the paradox concerning the competitor analysis,
to see if it can be generalized and if so what the reasons underneath are. For example, we
suggested that the idea generated set the mind of the entrepreneur, integrating a pool of ideas
serving as reference. One direction for future research is to examine the impact of one idea on
the mind-set of an entrepreneur all along a project.
Other studies can be based on the evolution of the impact each source over time, the maturity
of the project appearing as an important factor influencing the access and impact of the sources.
Moreover, research could analyse the factors driving the selection of the sources of ideas used
by entrepreneurs.
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Appendix 1 – Amjed Al Mouaqet’s diary
The idea of the project was inspired from a previous injury that I got while doing squats, I had
some issues with my lower discs which caused me a lot of pain and couldn’t handle, usually I
forget the stupid belt back home and never have it with me at the gym while I am in Dubai. And
my form gets so screwed up … whenever I think of squats I think of the toughest thing ever to
be done and worried if my back will end up fucked up.
When I thought of OlympiansT... The word itself was interesting to get... I wanted to it to be
invincible, powerful, something I know that would protect me from doing a f****d up move...,
monitor me, and just be as my companion... it got me thinking of what are the possibility of
having a product that knows it all and knows how can keep me in good shape..
The idea was having Soren Adamsson as a wireless coms expert… Clement Rofidal as a
software know it all... and me as a hardware electronics developer... we used our competences
in order to just get the course sorted out. But Soren had his own vision of his HIK STICK…
which led us to have myself and clement to think of the product we want to produce... when we
told Peter Altmann about the idea...I could see he was so interested in such a product that can
prevent an injury since he had issues with his back too... and here it goes the project started as
a champion project for me and clement to start…
Myself and clement ended up creating a business proposal in the first day with 20 pages. Which
was insanely intensive for a product and the research started on finding the components that
were required in order to have such a product... I might have mentioned it above... I want a
product which keeps me invincible... I thought of the Olympics... then the OLYMPIANS... then
all the thing the product does is tracking... So Olympians Tracker... OLYMPIANST to make it
short and sweet.
When we presented the idea the first time... with the prospect market and the idea on how the
device should be... I can see Peter is really interested in it... but not sure how we are going to
do it... since the product still had huge uncertainty... but to break the uncertainty we had a look
on the competitors in the market and see how our products would be different than theirs... and
how fast we can release such a product.. Yes I am a business man... it’s all about business in
the end of the day... it’s never popped into my head that I can use my competence in order to
create such a product.. But Clement is pretty interested in projects and he loved the idea... too
bad he cannot use the product since he has a f*******p back, but never mind, he loves what he
can do with the software side I guess… but to clarify one thing.. It takes two brains to create
something interesting... yes I would thought of the idea myself and kept it for myself to develop
… but why, if I have an another person who has a great competence in the software side and
pretty enthusiastic about projects.. It’s all about getting things done and out...
We had a word with peter while doing Christer’s assignment... and he was totally pissed because
he wanted us to work on our case study and think of something for the presentation... and the
chat was on having a cross collaboration with other departments to be involved in getting a
product released to the market, which got me zoned out “finally something I wanted my whole
life “, I asked him a lot about getting the idea patented, but it wasn’t easy since there is no way
to have sponsors or get at least the funds for the sake of research if it is patentable or not.
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The second presentation we had was a semi drawback, in which I started looking on the
components and the limitation that we have with the components... it is not easy to have a
product which I have no medical/semi sports background… there are tons of sensors which are
developed in the market and not easy to get hands on, like the Athos product, how on earth did
they get themselves to create such a shorts and T-shirts that can read the muscle activity and
make it measure everything an athlete wants.. Is it accurate...? I have no idea… I think it’s a
marketing propaganda... I was so close to make the order, just for the sake of checking it out,
too bad it’s only released in the States only… Clement on the other had wanted to have the
software created on Xamarin, in C sharp to have an application compatible on the 3 platforms.
Peter saw our level of enthusiasm has dropped, which made sense for him and he knew that
since that there are some bumps which we will have to slow ourselves and think of an
alternative. But it’s alright, I had to think deeper and deeper, for the 3rd presentation... I wanted
something to be out of the ordinary, since we had an amazing business plan, and we know for
a fact it will get us pretty great in the market... akh the guys at kickstarter aren’t better than us..
I mean it takes some great video making, and a ready-made prototype, but it wasn’t easy for me
to handle, it’s the Swedish way, take things pretty slow... I am from Dubai in the end of the day,
we dream of being number 1 like HH Mohammed bin Rashid said, always be number 1 cause
there is no point of being number 2 ..
So I had to design the product now, and had to use the CAD inventor2014 software, which
wasn’t easy since it’s been 5 years since I used a CAD software, I tried for a week day and night
for the sake of developing the belt and the Astrapi which is the module that had the electronics.
I got inspired from the belts from different websites and the buckle system was a copy of the
branded buckle, the Astrapi was a fluke in the design, I don’t know if it will be like that or
different once produced, again it was only a prototype design.

5th December 2014
It’s the 3rd presentation and we had Fawzi Halila as a judge for the idea, we were before the
last Chinese groups, with the help of my friend Nasser, we created an intro video for the project,
which is pretty hard-core style to explain about how OlympiansT will change how we think
while performing our exercise, it was superb. Fawzi was really interested at the moment he saw
the video, it grabbed his eyes and attention, Visual and Word terminations makes any audience
to be sucked into the video. We started to talk about future ideas for the product, and the
Kinitoro which is the motivator in Greek, we had to limit our design to the belt, but we placed
our future designs on what we intend to do with the product.
Questions that popped from Fawzi was on are there any patents on the designs, which was really
critical in order to keep our product low profiled in order to have the product launched in the
market with a patent license. Science Park was an important thing to discuss in order to get the
correct network and we can see what would the possibility to develop such a product in
collaboration with the university.
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I became much more enthusiastic about our product, and I believe it will renovate the whole
sports psychological and performance industry, but again I need to do it fast, the faster I am the
better I can get it launched, but again since other departments are involved, it should be slowed
down *fuck it!* that what was going in my head, I hate being slowed down. Fawzi had informed
us after the session that there is a meeting that Peter managed to have to discuss different project
that could be involved with Halmstad University Labs. So I have sent him a short presentation
and the video in order to show it to him.

12th December 2014
The meeting was done between Peter and Anita, and it looked like the bio medical section had
couple of issues about the sensors that we have used quoting the following:
Charlotte (Lotti) (Charlotte.Olsson@hh.se)
"Interesting idea. What caught my eye was that they were going to base their product on sensors –
"such as EMG, heart rate monitors, thermal and force measurements". Is this what you foresee students
from biomedicine/biomechanics to do, or is this already done? Difficult to understand from the text. I
think we would need to know more precisely what is already done and what aspects our students could
be a part of? What would the people behind the idea do? Market survey and what else? It wasn't quite
clear to me?"

I am like what’s not to understand, we want a product that can measure the activity of the
abdominals and be connected to a belt via a microcontroller to see if they are doing it in the
correct form.
In which Anita replied to her with the following reply
As I understand, the engineering students would help with the sensors and hardware, the biomech
students would help with the bio-feedback and validation, and the business students would look into
product development, business models and that type of thing.

Anita seems to understand what’s going on, and she has an idea of what to be done, but the
issues is the validation of the whole process which indeed Lotti didn’t understand.
To me it was okay I need to have a meeting with them to explain it again, so I sent to Peter
saying that we should make a meeting to have them all of them understand what’s going on.
But no reply what so ever until the 18th December.

18th December 2014
It was great to hear from Peter via email about how our project is explained and since it was
close to Christmas it will give everyone the time to their side of the research and see what would
fit with our project, again its fucking slowing me down and it seems competitors are popping
out from different places.
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December 2014 - January 2015 - Dubai
I have been on a visit to my friend Saif Al Ameri who has experience with gyroscope and we
have discussed my project, since he is not a person who likes gym but his experience with other
related electronics made me consult him as a dear friend which I’ve known for years. He had
discussed the issue with using gyroscope with the project, since gyroscope is only point oriented
how are we going to graph the output in a form to understand that whatever we are doing is
correct or not. Which got me to think about gyroscopes are they really important in this project.
The issue is that we are having one point of action that moves around. It’s not like I am wearing
a T-shirt and I have sensors in 3 different locations. Is it going to work? That is what is really
going on with me, pure high uncertainty, but I knew that I can make something out of it.

13th January 2015
We are back from the holidays and we have been trying to sort out an appointment for all of us
to meet, we ended up having a doodle session in order to see when is everyone is flexible to
meet up. But it took a while for the meeting to pop out, why the fuck are they slowing us down,
that’s what’s been going on my head, it is that they don’t believe in it, or they don’t have the
time to meet for an hour just to discuss a potential project, that’s where I see the limitation in
our project whenever don’t have the sparked eyes for the sake of creating something new.

28th January 2015
Simply f*****g hell, 2 months for the sake of an interview, since it was agreed to have it on
the 3rd of Feb, so I texted Clement about a competitor which was the Hudoku which was a
complete shatter for my hopes about our project, the concept was really interesting since the
they were focusing on the form to prevent the injuries, I have no idea on how they are doing it,
but that’s what my product aims to have.

2nd February 2015
I went to the library with Clement to discuss what we had to do for the presentation which will
be commenced on the 3rd of February and I was so really worried since I needed to explain the
technological side of the whole situation, I was expecting that they will be very open and they
are willing to brainstorm with us the idea of the producing a product in a very short time. I have
started to explain to Clement what my friend Saif told me about the gyroscope and we made a
practical exercise by grabbing the phone and opening a gyroscope to check the angle of going
down and up, but it seems that It could change depending on the arch I have which makes it
much tougher for us. I had mixed feelings, I don’t know why, is it because it’s an another screw
up for me, or is it because of the limitations of time, resources, and no one is giving me answers
to understand what is going on.

3rd February 2015
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The presentation day, may Allah help us on this day, that’s what is going up in my head, I don’t
know what the heck they expect from us to be, but we presented the whole presentation and I
have pointed out the following topics how, where and whom will help us with the project, the
conversation went like this:
HIGHLIGHTED ARE MY THOUGHTS
Peter: Discussed initially who we are and how we thought about the cross collaboration between
the departments
00:00 Amjed: Mini Intro about us
Clement: The Sports Injury Industry and statistics
Amjed: Discussed personal injuries and emphasized about the physiological side of whenever
a new person goes to the gym
Discussed the Technological parts which are found in the market
Clement: Discussed the software section
Clement: Discussed the Diagram
5:40 Amjed: 3D SCHEMATIC
Clement: Showed the Software via mobile
8:00 what we want from them and topics for open discussing
9:45Peter: Discussed the background of how we started via TIM A lot of assumptions we have
placed, and what is the next step for the second project, and good movements for preventing
injury, the possibility of changing the product approach, and other items.
Anita: discussed to bring in LOTTI and James since she had the experience with the sensors,
also to break down the product to keep it cheaper
WTF THEY DON’T HAVE CASH
Lotti: the way we suggesting it is not possible, maybe is it because of sensors which are
innovated and they don’t know about. As per to her understanding, OLYMPIANST suggested
to have a product that monitors form
NOT ONLY FORM YA 7MARA! Its multiple things
Lotti: one sensors in a belt is not possible to monitor such a thing. But she doesn’t want to start
on something that wouldn’t want to work
YA THANKS ***** FOR DEMOTIVATING, SUCH A B****Y APPROACH
Lotti: since it’s not in our area, EMG it should be in direct contact with the skin
Amjed|: EMG was for the multiple products, but since we needed to minimize it down to expand
it
Peter: Interrupted, the idea was to measure bigger muscle groups.
15:00 Lotti: the idea is not that bad, but the sensors will give you some feedback, but not exactly
what we are thinking, but it could give other feedback. She doesn’t think what exactly what we
want.
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WELL WHY ARE YOU HERE! IF THIS IS GOING TO GIVE US OTHER FEEDBACK
EXPLAIN WHAT FEEDBACK ARE WE GETTING
Anita: you are talking about form, and posture, Peter mentioned also contraction of muscles
Peter: it’s not only the form that we want to have, we want to know what is the muscles which
we require to contract in order for guarantee of the form.
Amjed: Discussed the force of the abdomens in squats
Anita: is it true for the physiologists, will that guarantee the force
SHE UNDERSTANDS WHAT IS GOING ON
James: it would to some extend
Clement: also discussed the contractions
Anita / Peter: why it can’t be on a belt
Amjed: Simply it’s because they wear the belt for a short moment it’s not the time placed on
Anita: well let them wear it under
HA HA HA …
James: it wouldn’t be comfortable since the belt made from leather
Anita: they why the sensors would be under the shirt
Lotti: Generally, the obstacles EMG on rectus *6 packs * it not recommended
ANITA: how about the back?
Lotti: it’s better somehow
Anita: How about the shorts on gluts
Amjed: Design of shorts to be connected to belt
Lotti: well there are that has Bluetooth on but they are a bit clumsy
Amjed: no for stinky short
Anita: I don’t see the harm of the technology since we can develop it
I LIKE HER! She wants this project
Anita: what would be the best exercise to start with?
James: are you guys interested in only developing a wearable item to prevent back injuries
Peter: it’s not only back injuries, it’s a starting point and assumption
James: yeps I understand it, I would measure movement, but that’s easy Anita can develop it
via kinematic movement
22:00 Anita: well yes that’s possible but I wanted it with EMG because it can provide an active
point for the muscle to start better than 3D modelling
Lotti: the problem with EMG is that there is No Scale, so you never know the ratios, and no 0,
and the better form may cause less muscle activity, have you looked at Krimag
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Kirmag is selling a product which places multiple sensors on the body and sending it on the
phone, and giving idea about form, via a camera
KRIMAG OK, WE ARE NOT ONLY FOCOUSED ON FORM, and via a CAMERA, FOR
F**K SAKE, ASKED CLEMENT TO OPEN UP THE HUDOKO
Peter: the task here is not so much, we are still counting on the person not keeping him away
THANK YOU!!!! I DON’T WANT TO ELIMANATE THE HUMAN BRAIN
James: explained the idea with the golf and equipment’s
Peter: explained the idea in a different way that can be used via pointing out cues
Lotti: the idea can be used in a different way this is what they are explaining, less sensors, less
info, less feedback, it could be done in that way
FUCK THEY ARE CHANING MY WHOLE PROJECT … WHY ARE THEY CHANGING
THE CORE IDEA OF THE PRODUCT
27:00 Fawzi: what is the theory of injury’s and form, is there a link? And how sure
Good question never thought of it
James: the theory is good on knees
Lotti: the theory is placed on squats and deadlifts, so it depends on the body form
Antia: can you determine form based on the angle of the joints
James: yes
Antia: if you have a suite with ganionometers
Amjed: Discussed the Hodouku, it’s not that accurate, and maybe from an angle, and no info
of the technology
Peter: discussed the gluts theory
James: It doesn’t help, and the idea of the products being in the sports sector which are in that
form they are unreliable
WELL OUR AIM IS TO HAVE OURS RELIABLE..
Antia: its all about the APP and how nice its presented, we don’t require very intense validation,
so if people can get hooked on it, it will be great
Amjed: Nike bracelet as an example, its not reliable at all and inaccurate but still people do buy
it because of the brand.
AND THAT’S WHAT I AM AIMING FOR A PRODUCT WHICH CAN BE RELIABLE
AND SETS A NAME IN THE MARKET VIA AN AMAZING APP AND A PRODUCT
Peter: IF THE People were told by that if you tense a certain muscle in order to avoid injury in
a way then yes they will buy such a product even though the theory doesn’t approve on it
Anita: well since you are involving researchers, we want the things to be right and validated
Peter: from a business perspective as long as you can sell it why not
BUSINESS IS BUSINESS MY FRIEND.. EITHER DO IT OR NOT
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32:00 Anita: has a self-management project on the side which deals with the physiological part,
we can sense withe accelometer if we are doing the exercise or not, and via the app we can use
it to cue different movements
Amjed: Kintro discussion, and explained about the motivational side of the product. Also
explained the vision of the product and EMPHESISED on using the BELT as a Start.
Lotti: we can do a lot with this idea, but not the original idea
WELL IS THE IDEA ITSELF CAN BE SOLD????
Lotti: you will get sued really badly if you said it’s an injury prevention product if you don’t
have official proof that it is *research and articles*
OK… WE AIM FOR AN INJURY PERVENTION PRODUCT AND NOW YOUR TELLING
US IF WE DOT HAVE AN OFFICIAL ARTICLE TO SAY ITS LIKE THAT WE WILL BE
FFD.. REALLY NEGATIVE THOUGHTS!!!!!
Amjed: Discussed about the market and how other weight lifting belts are to injury prevent, and
even though our idea isn’t that reliable we still have a product to sell out
I AM BUILDING AN INITIAL PHASE BRAND... WHAT DO YOU EXPECT
Peter: it’s a different product, but I am bringing you here to see what we can do and how to
make it work
Lotti: well that what I am pushing, what we can get out of the sensors in the belt idea, and how
to package it with motivation factors, it will be a nice product
Peter: We need to know what to place a cue on it, and we are not confident to know what to cue
HE IS RIGHT
Anita: is there any major exercise which you can do that will involve major parts of body, the
bread and butter of body lifting, in which we can identify the what we can do, if we are talking
about accelerometer, there are a lot done which we can use really badly. If we have something
from the sports side, if we can use the methodology in order to have it on the phone
PRECISLY!
James thoughts of the main muscles,
Lotti: we can take the basics… the FORM… THEN TO INCREASE THE WEIGHTS.. So
that’s the simple way to prevent the injury, if you don’t have the proper form you wouldn’t be
able to increase the weights
Makes sense
Anita: so we should assume that they know the form
Peter: yes it’s for semi professionals
Amjed: sometimes I remind myself of the form, but if the weights are much higher, then nopes,
form will not be my priority.
Peter: a question of squats, discussing how depth is different for them and in order not to do the
duck depth curve, he places his knees out
James: you can see the consistency of the depth, speed also is important,
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Fawzi: is it difficult to connect form into the product, sending it back to the original product
Anita: the issue is with the 3D Modelling of the body, we either needs lots of sensors, and the
tricky parts is to keep it synced together, TRIANGALATION, or we can place a camera at the
person, but other people are doing that like Kinect
Fawzi: I am trying to analyse that this how the product should be, if the form is bad then try to
avoid doing this exercise and always reminds of the user of the form
Peter: it’s the cues if
Anita: then how we can limit ourselves with the belt
Clement: well we are not limiting ourselves with the belt it’s a starting point
Anita: then let’s place it in a suite, or use your camera phone which is using vision rather than
the phone
44:20 Lotti: in order to join the sports technology race, people are snapping pretty fast, and it’s
a tough market, and it’s something actually with a true business, it’s not easy, but if we are
limiting it to a student project then its fine
WELL THANKS FOR SCREWING MY IDEA
Anita: well for a student project, to proof of concept if we want to develop a prototype that will
end there, and then you can take it to the market
OK THAT’S A GOOD START FOR US!
Fawzi: we want to build a network with different actors, to diffuse the idea of the innovation
Clement: well we want to develop a prototype
Anita: well maybe a big sports company will buy the idea
Lotti: well there are a lot of companies which are in the market right now who seeks for a
uniqueness in the market.
**************************** DEMOTIVATOR
48:00 The discussion continued on the idea of having a tilt sensor on the belt which checks the
torso level if it’s in the correct level or not, again its totally deviating from the original idea, it’s
not a F******G COMPLICATED PROJECT all we need to do is simply have some sensors
know if we are on a good angle, with a force from the ordinals towards the belt, and all the
excesses are programmable on the PC
Amjed: can we use a gyroscope in order to see the angle
Anita: well we can use a magnetometer, which uses the magnetic field.
Discussion continued on how to place the sensors.
Anita: what are the major guidelines, and form, what are the cues that are required in order to
come up with key things that are measurable?
Peter discussed his theory of the squats and James answered him with the results of his actions
Lotti and James discussed about the timings as they don’t require a lot of meetings which totally
gets their time occupied.
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TO CONCLUDE THIS WHOLE SESSION, THEY ARE NOT KEEN TO HAVE US AS A
PART OF DEVELOPING THIS PRODUCT, IT WILL TAKE THEM TIME AND EFFORT
TO DO SUCH A PRODUCT AND NOT WILLING TO HAVE ANY INNITIATION. TOTAL
B********SS
After that session we spoke to Fawzi and Peter and how we felt, to me it’s not like we gained
that much information as we expected it to be honest, I didn’t know that team collaboration will
be so tough, I think one lesson should be learned from this is that, if we needed a team for
Olympians Tracker, we would require team members who are enthusiastic about the product
such as Peter, Fawzi, and it was noticed that Anita had a great interested in it, so did James but
he didn’t know how to react since his PHD supervisor was there, which made sense.
But it got me to a new start of how to get what was required from us in order to have the new
approach.
While walking with Clement, I asked him a question, how on earth we can only sell a stupid
software, to me if I don’t feel that I have bought something materialistic, I wouldn’t even give
a damn about the software. He agreed with me on this point, which made us think that we have
to have a touchable product not only a software.

3rd February 2015 - Night
It was 8PM, I was furious about the meeting, and I started jumping from a forum to the other
trying to seek the answers about the cues, I planned to have a research based on questioning the
audience from the forums BODYBUILDING.COM, MENSHEALTH, UK MEN and
TNATION… Also I was working on tons and tons of articles that relates to squats and how it’s
done, luckily I found 3 articles which involves the belt as a part of activity in protecting the
back which was really great to read and understand what’s going on * yeps an engineer reading
pure medical papers*. But, I guess I am getting different sources of info’s which really needed
to support the idea, also I have found a manual that talks about the essence of squats done by
Dave Tate, it is a very concentrated manual and read it bit by bit which was interesting how a
professional would do a squats and I am expecting different answers from the non-pros… are
they going to prove his theory of squats.

10th February 2015
It was the day I started gathering the information from different sources, oh bloody hell the
answers were really different, there is no single main info that was gathered, some didn’t
understand the question, some didn’t bother to answer on the forum “arseholes” but what was
interesting is that there is a pattern in the answers I got, some would talk about the form, some
would talk about getting focused, and the majority agreed on having it by entity once they just
get used to the squats or dead lifts. All the results were done on a separate document.
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12th February 2015
I asked a new question on the forum, about the belt how the think of it in physiological way to
see if there is a connection between the psychological form of using the belt or not, do they feel
safe or not.

19th February 2015
It was interested this morning waking up from bed and just realising that we can do a nontraditional product. In order to get a product that can accommodate both the hands and legs, I
was thinking of a strap bracelet, that will be both on 2 legs or 2 hands like a watch, that can
count whatever you are doing in the proper way.

The idea behind these 2 bracelets which are connected via Bluetooth they will both be
ASTRAPIS but synced together to do the movement which are required by the leg or by the
arms to do the exercise, then we don’t require to limit ourselves to a belt, or create a garment
for it.
Peter emailed me back on the clusters idea, in which I need to identify which clusters I need to
focus on is it the people who require the 1RM or is it the people who require guidance for the
squats, I emailed back saying that since it’s a preventing injury project we need to focus on the
people who are beginners+ because to be on the performance level we need to develop a
secondary software that will motivate the athlete, I thought of collaborating with one of the
FREE Trance and Techno, or metal music industries that are placing their songs on the cloud
in order to have the motivational side of the product be with MUSIC to give him the PUMP and
anger which is required for the workout.

20th February 2015
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I was having a session with Clement for about 2 and half hours talking about the thesis and the
project itself. We started talking about the design about the project and how the design should
be for the next step. I have sent him a product which I have found out on Indigogo called
ATLAS which had the idea above as I was shocked whenever I saw the idea, since the device
aims to calculate things which are done, as a tracker for the performance via HR and Waves in
which they have placed out the wave pattern for the exercises. I loved the idea infect I would
buy it to track my performance, but there is nothing to do with injury prevention, it’s only a
tracker and OlympiansT isn’t like that at all.
When we started talking about what Peter said about finding the clusters, it just didn’t make
any sense for us, because when I look at the product I can see the potential of having different
aims MOTIVATIONAL and FORM CUES, which I don’t see I can create a product that only
does one thing. While we argued about this point, Clement showed me his developed app, which
indicated different steps that needs to focus on while performing the exercise, it was a really
cool idea, but I have pointed out to him one thing, when a player wants to do the exercise he
might not have the phone close to him to look at it, it would be either in the pocket or on the
floor, in which the athlete while performing his exercise will not look at his phone. That’s the
reason I have proposed the voice cues, in which it will be an overlay over the music that he is
playing on the background, and not going to cut his focus from the music.
An another thing we discussed was that to know how the cues could be played without the
Astrapi, So we can use the accelerometer from the phones in order to see how the phone was
placed inside the side pocket or the back pocket, if the phone is placed on the side pocket it will
rotate at least 75 to 85 degrees to the side, and we can calculate the speed of rotation if he is
doing it fast or slow. But if it is placed the back it might stay on the same angle.

24th February 2015
I have approached my friend Nasser via WhatsApp to have him assist me with the cues, I believe
he has a great voice which he helped me out in creating the first video of OlympiansT. I told
him that I am looking for multiple types of cues and will be sending him the data as soon as
possible.

26th February 2015
I have sent to Nasser the cue list which will be used for the software and he will get back to me
onto it. The list was obtained from Tnation as there was a whole article on how lifting cues
affect the bodybuilder which was really interesting to use and test with the bodybuilders.
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2nd March 2015
He is amazing! Nasser purchased a radio microphone for our cues! Gosh I have no idea how I
can repay him back! He sent me a bunch of cues but there were multiple issues with the echo,
which I can sort it out via Sony Sound Forge, some cues were off toned but it’s alright can
manage it with the editing software.

9th March 2015
Some cues are left to be recorded and sent to Clement, I believe it’s alright, we had couple of
issues with getting the application running on my mobile phone but I guess Clement can solve
it.

15th March 2015
I have decided to use my voice for the remaining cues and that way I can make variance in
audio too

16th March 2015 - Amman test trial
I have set the tests of the software in Jordan Amman as I planned to make a visit over there for
a week, It was important for me to have the software tested at the biggest gym in Jordan, and
the biggest of them in their franchises around the world “Fitness First Platinum”. I have set a
meeting with the GM of the gym Muddassar Khan, and his vice assistant and fitness manager
Adnan Al Far, to discuss in further about our project and what do we aim to do with the
software. Unfortunately the gym manager wasn’t available at the meeting so we had to meet
Adnan, and discussed in further about the idea itself, that is why would a person would require
to have such a software with them, and would it be feasible to just send the software like that
as it is, in bold colours, Adnan told me if the software isn’t innovative, motivational, or
supportive, no one will ever think of it.
Talking to a person with 15 years of experience in that field and very knowledgeable about the
characters that he gets at the gym. I totally agree with his idea, and I have showed to him how
the software should be working, and he was interested about the cues mentioned and what
should we mention in a better way, the voice of the narrator is very important and requires to
be with the gym. Hopefully in the development of the software in the later stage we can do
something way better. Other topics we discussed about the BELT whether why a person would
purchase this belt, and would the people buy such a product. I am expecting an email from them
about the software and hopefully we can test the software with the public.
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17th March 2015 - Amman test trial
At 6 PM, most body builders arrive at this time after their work to exercise at the gym. I have
met Adnan and we spoke about the procedure of how to conduct the interviews and test the
software. So I placed myself beside the squat bench and once a person approaches it I would
talk to them about the software.

Subject 1 – KAREEM – Age 30 to 35 – ATHLETIC - IPhone
I have introduced Kareem to the idea of the software and what is the software capable of doing
at its current state, at which initially he stated that he has a disk moved from his back which
means he is still currently injured and continues to perform the exercises. He was really
interested in the software and stated the software should be placed for beginners and med
experiences athletes. Noticing some athletes don’t wear shorts the software couldn’t be tested
on him. He was really excited about the voice over music idea as it will force the athlete to
listen to the cue rather than having someone above him and saying the stuff to him without the
motivation or placing an effort.
He really liked the colours of the software as RED produces aggression, he proposed of having
a software that can compile all different types of exercises and randomly pick the exercises that
he would require to have rather than checking a planner, the software will aim to produce and
automated planner based on the requirement of the athlete. While observing Kareem it is
noticed that he doesn’t go down fully when doing the squats and uses the 2 – 1 Seconds strategy,
plays between 3 to 4 sets per exercise.
Noticing that not all the users are surround the squat bench, I have placed the initiative to go to
other players that played legs that day.

Subject 2 – KHALID – Age 25 to 29 – EXTREME ATHLETIC – IPhone
Khalid was very excited about the software and understood perfectly the idea of the software
and the aim of the software, he proposed to have much more graphical and animation
performing the squat rather the 2 step pictures and showing different types of exercises not only
squats, he extremely agrees about the voice over music in which will force the athlete to listen
to the cue, wouldn’t want the voice to be repetitive as it will be very annoying of the athlete as
sometimes the nagging voice will cause him to close the software and just listen to the music,
he proposed the idea of having the consumer add the cue himself and get other people to vote
for the cue and keep it in the software. Requires a software that gets updated all the time with
new features and new ideas. WANT TO buy it now!!!

Subject 3 – Turkey Ali– Age 25 to 29 –NORMAL ATHELTE - Android
Turkey was interested more about the graphical section of the software and wants different
exercises in which shows him in specific how to perform based on the machine that has
available in front of him as the 2D images on the machines doesn’t show how to perform the
exercise in the correct way, he liked the voice over music idea, wants to see if there are addons for the software like bracelets or belts that could be used integrated with the software
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Subject 4 – Hassan – Age 40 to 45 – NOT FIT – IPhone
The software was explained to Hassan in a form that would get him to understand, issues that
raised up was why would I require the phone to be with me the whole time, as I explained to
him the prototype aimed to have the phone with you, he placed an assumption if the phone isn’t
with me or at low charge there is no use of the software. Based on the presentation that I
provided him with, according to him the software is more about protecting him from doing
something wrong, but again I had to explain in detail that the software only triggers his memory
to do a lifting cue, he told me that the language might be not understandable in English and
some would require it in a different language.

Subject 5 – Moe Al Khattab – Age 30 to 35– Fitness Trainer- IPhone
While trying to hunt for an another candidate to test out the software, Moe has approached me
asking on what exactly I am researching on, I have explained the idea of the software and the
first thing he comment on it said “ it will not work” , I asked him to clarify the reason on why
it’s not going to work, “the reason is that many people would have a special cue and your
software will not manage to cover their main cues in the way you have designed it for instance
some people if you told them knees out, they will not manage to do knees out because they will
not be capable of doing it based on their body figure, for example release breath, or take a deep
breath would depend if the person is capable of holding the breath correctly and while doing
the squat the Trachea “the line in which air pass in and out” will lock in that position. In
conclusion, you will require tons of research on different scale that will allow the consumer to
choose their cues, in addition to that you require to make the cues that can other cues
“COMBINATION CUES like in what TNATION spoke about” , Moe understood the idea
about the clusters and he asked me what am I looking for, and I answered him that my software
is still on a cluster hunting base, maybe it could fit the bodybuilders maybe it could fit REHAB,
he replied back saying that in order to identify we require to visit both division as in the gym
it’s very hard to get both clusters.
He even commented on the message that the software is trying to do which is MAKING
PEOPLE WATCH OUT all the time, in which people wants results “again we are talking about
people that have a specific mind-set especially in the Middle East”, you require to have a
software that can push you more and want you to do more stuff not always keeping an eye on
you. Moe commented about the cross fit industry as an industry that began to drop in a mega
form, and what is getting much more interesting is “Self Limiting Movement”, people are now
interested in having a fitness trainer that can be around them 24/7 when required at any place
in the world that you can consult and help out. We started talking about different tracks of the
software in which he was interested in joining the OlympiansT team and serve as a consultant
for the fitness software.
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Conclusion of Jordan assessment
What I can conclude from the results is the following “I will split up the similarities in opinion and
differences “.

Similarities:







Really interesting idea
New to market
Love Voice over Music Cues
Would like to see a touchable device “not only the phone”
Mostly IPhone USERS
Animation and Graphical interface

Differences:





Different ideas and add-ons proposed “ Planner, Food Consumption, Tracker, More exercises”
Different languages requirement
More to motivate than protect
Different cues for different types of people

26th March 2015 - Sweden test trial
I have approached the Nordic Wellness Gym in Falkenberg and with a great contact with the
gym manager Maria as I have previously intended to have a great business with her in Sweden,
I took her permission to approach the gym and do the tests over there, unfortunately she wasn’t
available to do the interview with me and will be back by the 7th of April. Over here I will
approach different sex’s M and F to see if there is a comparison in the type of the software and
the later stages in development of the software

Subject 1 – Stinna – Personal trainer – Android
Stinna was really interested in the concept of the software and commented on the software being
easy to use, the colours were really interesting and the atmosphere of the colour red made it
noticeable that people who would look at it will be warned about what they are doing, she
thought the black background was too strong to be shown and would rather have a softer colour
such as grey. She noticed that the end user was not eligible to have a limit on the choice in
which it will create a confusion for the end user “Min and Max cues should be chosen”, she
even noticed that when we chose the cues there is no indication on to go back to the main page
and start the program, so it is required to have a button at the button to show that they are done
with their choices and go back automatically to the other page.
She understood the concept of the software, and wanted to have more programs to be installed
on it for instance the biceps how it’s been done. She would like to have more graphical
movement rather than the images, in fact she even mentioned the Muscle Nova software “the
same as in Jordan”, in which it seems that most PT use this software to show their client the
correct form of doing an exercise. She would like to have something to track the exercise and
if she wanted to go running she wants something that can be tracked and light on her. “A
bracelet”
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Subject 2 –Linn – Athletic – Android
Linn tried the software and saw that it can be used more for beginners that attend the gym to
exercise and learn from the first time, like a PT, but in a different approach. She discussed that
people have different ways of learning “VISUALL, LISTENING, AND READING “, she
would like to have something in hardware as it will be a cosmetic thing in which it will enrich
the software idea.

Subject 3 –Michael –Age 30 to 35- Athletic – IPhone
Michael saw the software as an innovative way to send out a great message to learn something
new in the correct form. He would like more animated videos in which gets the person to learn
from the first time, rather than repetitive awareness, he would like to have more of the visual
rather than listening, as he learns faster that way. He see this product as a great opportunity to
install it on GYM machines with a simple form, that can be used worldwide and can be tracked
easily if there was internet, he thought of having an offline application as sometimes the gyms
might not have an internet connection or the person himself doesn’t have the connection the
usage of the software.

Subject 4 –Nikolas –Age 30 to 35- Athletic – Android
Nikolas was fascinated about the idea in a way that he would really to have a software that
works with every exercise, while interviewing him, he referred to a bunch of youth which he
said “it is really great for these people pointing at them” as they are unexperienced with the
methods of squats, the colours were suitable for him and he would rather require much more
graphical animation. He would like an addon on the software to track the reps and workout,
also to randomise his workout for his preference.

17th April 2015 – Sweden test trial 2
I have created an appointment to meet Maria Thomson (Manager of Falkenberg and Varbareg
Nordic Wellness Gym) to discuss the concept idea of the software and take her opinion on how
it will improve her business. Personally, she loved the idea and thought of it as very innovative,
in the business level “I think I can have this tool to help my Personal Trainers who work with
their clients to decide on the cues that are required by them to do”, she so how the software was
user-friendly, simple, light and the concept was really interesting since everyone has a mobile
phone. Personally speaking, she wanted something much more encouraging as the exercises are
getting boring even if she gets a workout plan from the internet. She would like something that
can randomize her goals and be much more active with the gym, and the more she sets the goals
the more she gets chances to get points and use them outside to purchase things or discounts.
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Appendix 2 – Clément Rofidal’s diary
03/02/2015 – Interdepartmental meeting
First meeting with 2 researchers form the biomedical department, James Parker and Charlotte
Olsson, 1 from the engineering one, Anita Santanna, 2 of the business one, Peter Altmann and
Fawzi Halila, and Amjed and me, the students leading the project. 3 of these people were gym
practitioners.
The meeting started with the presentation of the project conducted by Amjed and me. The
presentation summarized the technological aspects foreseen during the 3 intensive weeks of the
TIM1 course, done during the previous semester, during which one the project idea was
established. The course goal was to create a new product which could theoretically feet to a
market: market research as well as technological ones have been conducted during this course.
The project idea was to create a connected belt which would give feedback to deadlift
practitioners, thanks to a smartphone application. The belt would have electromyography
(EMG) sensors and would communicate with the smartphone thought Bluetooth. The
application would be first developed for Android smartphone as it is the most used operating
system (OS) in the market.
First intervention, the belt project, as we foresaw it, is impossible. Indeed, it is required to know
the posture of the sportsman to know which data the sensors should send back, moreover the
EMG has to be in direct contact with the skin.
The choice of the belt could be replaced by a T-shirt or a short. However, using the belt under
a T-shirt would be too uncomfortable.
The data collected depend of the individual, a small muscle effort can be a good point for an
experienced athlete whereas it will not be for beginner.
Presentation of the Krimag project, using the video of the camera of the smartphone to give real
time feedback to determine the form. Two ideas emerged for determining the form: video
feedback or a lot of sensors. Thinking about using the body angles to find the form.
Discussion about health bracelet that are medically irrelevant but that are a commercial success.
From the business department perspective this is a great example, for the researchers from the
other departments, they are scientific and have to build a reliable and relevant solution. Focus
at this point on less information and less feedback so a simpler product.
Then, the discussion focus more on the psychological effect of the product instead of the
prevention effect. Discussion about terms to use and trial from the biomedical department but
for the business one, it is all about marketing.
After this point the discussion was more focused on using the knowledge of the practitioner and
just give advices on the smartphone. The belt would, for example, counts the number of lifts,
the sportsman knows the good position, he just need to pay attention, to not lose focus. Now,
the idea is also to focus on “the bread and butter” of gym, the basic exercises.
Few questions rose: Which exercises? What are the common needs between them? What do we
have to measure? How?
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We established that the product will aim squat athletes.
Note about the attitude of the people: the engineering department pushed the meeting and help
to find solutions whereas one member of the biomedical one showed a clear disinterest for the
project, trying to just be negative without suggesting any idea.
The formal meeting was followed by a one hour meeting with the teachers from the business
department to summarize the main ideas and highlight the objectives of the project.
The goal is to create a functional prototype of the product. The focus is on preventing squats
injuries for business purpose and on the basic practice exercises. The foreseen target group is
the casual sportsman practicing regularly squat. The idea is to create a belt which will give
advices about the practice to the user through an application for smartphones, this is a proactive
approach to reduce the risk of injurie. The user knows how to think, so we don’t need sensors
doing it for him
The user could select the cues he wants to be reminded of during his practice thanks to the
application. He would chooses his practice and the smartphone would remind him, by
displaying a message, what he had to pay attention to when he is doing it. The sensors of the
belt would just give a feedback on the movement done.
The idea is to gather data about the cues responsible of the majority of the squats injuries, may
be according to the form too, by interviewing practitioners. This task has been assigned to
Amjed due his knowledge of squat as an athlete while I will start the application development.
Then submitting the suggested list to bodybuilder.com and finally validate it with the
biomedical department. The next step will be to find the appropriate sensors that need to be
used with the engineering department, create a prototype and validate it by testing.

Week 09/02/2015 - Design study
I started the week with the provisional development schedule and I tried to improve it:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Getting the data from the athletes
Finding the exercises and the cues
Getting the validation form the biomechanical department
Contacting the engineering department to know which sensor to use
Conceiving the belt and the app
Testing the functionalities and the design
Improvements

I thought that the parallel development of the belt and the app will be time consuming and could
block the advancement of the overall project due to integration problem. In order to accelerate
this development, once the information needed to be transferred between the belt and the phone
will be known, I could replace the belt by another smartphone which will send the same
information to simulate the communication.
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Moreover, the design of the app can be tested before the development. Indeed, several technics
exist like the pretotyping, the conception of a paper interface in order to test the use of the
application. However, thanks to the interface builders existing for the different integrated
development environment (IDE), it is very easy to create a shell of the graphical user interface
(GUI). My idea was to develop a graphical shell to test the design of the app as soon as possible.
Then, I analysed what was already known about the product in the overall:
1. The devices communicate with Bluetooth
2. The first application had to be simple and could be extended after
3. The application will be develop for Android for market purpose
Then the basic requirement of the prototype app for preventing sport injuries:
1. Choose an exercise in a list
2. Choose the cues in a list
3. Presentation for the exercise and display of the cues when the movement is done
They had to be separated from the other features, mainly for performance improvement, that
could be used for the future development:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Training program
Statistics about the exercise
Indicator of connection with the belt
Timer
Details about the exercise (added value for the body…)

After the identification of the three main functionalities, corresponding to 3 different views, I
have imagined and studied some hierarchies for the different screens, inspiring myself from the
most popular sport applications on the market. The goal in such design is to keep everything as
simple as possible, any screen should be accessible in a maximum of 3 clicks.
Then, I checked the main controllers (navigation tool) available for Android in order to find the
most suitable for the different hierarchy imagined. Finally, I picked the Android Tab bar and I
chose a suitable hierarchy for the application. I draw some sketches of the different screens in
order to identify the visual elements needed to full fill the requirements.
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Sketches of some main screens
I analysed the good practice design of Android and applied them to the different sketch of
screens. Finally, a first phase of development was done, the conception of static screen
corresponding to the chosen design using extensible mark-up language (XML) files. At the end
of the week, I had created a shell of the final application and implemented the interaction with
some basic components.
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Week 16/02/2015 - App development
I did the main development on the app with the Eclipse IDE and the Android software
development kit (SDK) for Android device with the application programming interface 14
(API) and more in Java.

Screenshot of the Eclipse IDE
First, I implemented the list of exercises and cues because their data are used in the training
view, which display them. Then, I focused more on the training screen. I did all the tests on a
Nexus S. From my past experience in mobile development, the emulator are not reliable and it
is better to test the app on a smartphone.
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Nexus S
The software is relying heavily on XML file in order to make the customization very easy. This
makes it very flexible to future change that could happen during the next phase of the product
development. For instance, the exercises and cues are saved on XML files (for now they are
only fake ones).
However, for a released application, they should not be stored in XML file presented in the app
but in a server and be transferred to the smartphone with a web service parsing the data in
javascript object notation (JSON). This would reduce the size of the app and protect the
knowledge about the software as it will not be accessible to external user. Indeed, on Android
app, the sources are open so can be copied. But I chose the XML option for time development
purpose as the prototype is not intended to be sold.

20/02/2015 - Skype meeting
Today, with Amjed, we did a Skype meeting of 2 hours. We discussed about the future
development of the project. Is the belt mandatory? Or could we use another accessory with
sensors? We had a large reflection about the wristband like the Atlas wristband on Indiegogo.
Most of the actors of the market are launching crowdfunding campaigns, it is a race for the
wearable technologies that is happening right now.
The next part of the discussion was about how the tests will be organized. The first idea was to
have several series of tests: design tests first and then functionalities. These iterative processes
would permit us to improve the product according to the feedback of our customers. For the
functionalities tests, we need to choose some exercises and find the associated cues. For the
design ones, we just need some end users.
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But in order to focus our tests, we have to find who our main customers are. The goal is to
cluster the market and determine how we will approach them with the product. The report of
the study conducted by Amjed, gathering data about practitioners, collected on forums,
literature and interviews is the first step of this process and should permit us to define the test
exercises.
We also thought about presenting the application as a tutorial and distribute it to beginners. This
idea had the advantage to be easier to test as anybody who never practice squat would be our
end users, permitting to have an extended test phase for the prototype.
During the discussion, an idea rose: for the prototype, we could put the phone in the pocket and
use the gyroscope in order to determine the movement. Still a problem remained, everybody
doesn’t have a pocket during the practice. In another hand, this method would accelerate the
development process but it also made me realized that the user could not see the screen of his
phone, with or without the belt, making the display of the cues useless. However, I am still
reticent about the voices cues even if it seems to be the easiest option.
Anyway, the idea of the smartphone in the pocket would only be for the first step of the
development, then another smartphone should be use to simulate the belt before its conception,
as planned. We will have to talk to Anita in order to determine the best sensors for our
problematic. I will be in exchange in Shanghai (China) in March, for one month, I could use
this time to simulate the belt with another smartphone in order to test the prototype at my return
in April.
To conclude this meeting, a schedule of the next steps was established:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Find the main customers
Find the exercises and the cues associated for the tests
Test the design of the application with the end users
Talk to Anita about the sensors needed for the selected exercises
Simulate the belt with a second smartphone when I will be in Shanghai
Test the final application in April with the end user

23/02/2015 - Supervisor meeting
Today, we met Peter Altmann, the supervisor of our project. We discussed about the clusters
we have to focus on. He rapidly put away the idea to present the software as a tutorial for
beginners and advised us to stay focus on injuries prevention for advanced athletes. According
to him, our main cluster could even be the people who have already been injured because the
other would not care. This is why the test phase of the prototype is so important, to find our
main cluster and to know how to market our product.
Indeed, the idea of giving cues for an activity could be apply to any activity: cross, dead lift,
Olympic... We should just put in the wild (forum, Facebook…) our prototype and test it by as
many athletes as we can and get their feedback to know to who we could sell it and what could
be improved for this specific target.
The idea is also to market the idea for free and make it know, then a business model could be
identified, but this will come later, for now we focus on the conception and the test of the
prototype.
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We talked about the prototype also and of the few ideas that we discussed during our Skype.
The audio cues seems mandatory for Peter, indeed, as we realized it before, the user will never
look his smartphone during its practice so the audio cues are the simplest way to alert him. For
the requirement of the prototype, according to the time and resource we have, it is better to
focus on the pocket prototype and to go to the next step later on. This prototype would be
enough to determine our cluster, which is the objective of this first phase.
We finally discussed about a provisional planning for the tests. The prototype should be finished
mid-March in order to finish to test and to gather the feedback mid-April. This change totally
the planning discussed with Amjed during our last Skype but it fits perfectly to the new
objectives of the project.

Week 23/02/2015 - Finishing app development
During this week, I developed the last parts of the applications in order to have a functional
prototype. First, I kept in memory the previous choices (exercise and cues) of the user in order
to avoid to have to enter them all other again between several utilizations of the software. Due
to its structure and to the choice of the main controller this part was quite tricky and consumed
half of my week.
Then, I created the classes for the exercise and cues in order to manage them during the practice,
to display the image associated to the step of the exercise and to play the sound of the cue when
it has to be done. With Amjed, we finally decided to focus on back squat for the prototype.
The last part of the application was to detect the different positions of the user thanks to the
gyroscope of his smartphone. After a Skype meeting with Amjed, I could determine the
positions of the smartphone for every step. I chose to detect the changes in orientation in the X
dimension to detect the movement.

Sketch of the detection axis
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Moreover, I added a delay of 10 seconds between the moment where the user push the button
starting the exercise and the display of the first cues. This time permits to the user to put the
smartphone in his pocket. Besides, once the last step is reached, the exercise starts again as it is
part of a sequence, to stop the exercise, the user just has to push the button “Pause”.

28/02/2015 - Skype meeting
Another Skype meeting of one hour. The trigger of the Skype was some questions that I had
regarding the positions of the sportsman practicing back squat in order to know the position of
the smartphone at every step of the exercise. After a demonstration of Amjed, we decided to
split the movement into 3 steps: standing, seating and standing again.
Then, we talked about how the cues and exercises will be organized in the XML file and I asked
to Amjed to give me the cues with the steps where they should be displayed. He made me notice
that some cues have to be notified before the start of the exercise, so a step 0 should exist in
every exercises corresponding to the preparation of the sportsman. We made a last point about
what should be done while I will be in China:
1. Add the images and sounds
2. Test the software by the users
3. Improve it according to the feedback when I will be back in April

01/03/2015 – Prototype finished
Today, the prototype is finished. Only the final images and sounds are not yet acquired so fake
ones have been used for the development, the final ones would just have to be attached to the
project in the following week. The next step is to find how to distribute easily the app for the
test group.

Screenshots of the final application
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02/03/2015 – Text chat with Amjed
Amjed wants to test the software before the end user in order to spot the eventual bugs. It is a
great idea as he can spot new bugs that I did not with my own tests. He also sent me the final
images and sounds today.

Week 09/03/2015 – First debug phase
I am in Shanghai now, the internet connection is awful and the “Great firewall” from China
prevents me to use Google or Facebook to communicate with Amjed. Skype is available but
the connection is too bad to have a proper conversation. I sent the application package (APK)
to Amjed in order to test the application. However, I had some issues to put the certificate on
it, without it he could not install the app on his phone. Fortunately, he succeeded to put it on his
side but I was still investigating on this issue.
I got his first feedback quite fast but we had a hard time to understand each other, talking
through text messages was not easy to describe the bugs he encountered. Finally, he used some
voice messages recording to make me understand the issues:
-

The changes in the selection of the cues were not taken into consideration
The cue should not loop when we are on the same step
Due to the random position of the smartphone in the pocket, it is hard for it to detect the
movement with only the X dimension

I fixed the cues management issue quite easily. However, I didn’t see the problem about the
audio loop but at the end it made sense to change it. As Amjed justified it, it could irritated the
user and he could lose focus, which is what we want to avoid. To solve the smartphone position
problem, I added the detection of the movement in the Z dimension, like this wherever the
smartphone is on the pocket I can detect the movement. Moreover, Amjed sent me some new
audio file for the sound of the cues that I added to the project.
I still had the certificate issue to solve but I sent the new APK to Amjed to have more feedback.
Unfortunately, he had many bugs on his side that I didn’t have on mine. I guessed the process
of adding a certificate on his side turned wrong and added some bugs to the app. I decided to
focus on this issue in order to finish the prototype, bug free, as soon as possible.
Finally, I solved the certificate problem this Sunday. Now I can send the APK to Amjed and he
can test it directly. He told me he will have a meeting with a gym manager in Jordan next week,
in order to test our application.
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16/03/2014 – Preparation of the tests with our end users
From Amjed feedback the app is operational now. I just have to add the last clean sounds for
the cues and increase the volume a little bit and it will be perfect. He gave me some feedback
about his discussion with the manager of the gym center in Jordan:
-

People would take in consideration a software for injury prevention
It is better to have an audio messages for the cues that go over the music but doesn’t
stop it
The looping message was not a good idea

Now, Amjed is going to test the application in the gym center in Jordan and in another one in
Sweden, and we will use the data he will collect to find our main customer and to improve the
software.
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Appendix 3 – Squats in-depth research
1. Objective
The objective of this paper is to create an intensive research on how bodybuilders react towards
squats and what reminds them of form, breathing, etc. Before and while performing the
workout. In addition to that to find whether the weight lifting belt does affect the
performance/physiological part of the athlete while performing the workout.

2. Methodology
The research was conducted on different platform, the preliminary research was to find articles
that relates to these specific keywords “squats, heavy weight belt, support belt, squat forms”.
In result, different types of websites are included in the results bellow. The second approach
was to ask questions on different bodybuilding websites such as Men’s Health,
Bodybuilding.com, T Nation, and UK Muscle based on their perception of how a squat or a
dead lift is performed and what keeps reminds them of form, breathing, reps etc. And what
expressions and feelings they encounter before, while, and after performing the set. The third
approach was to find out published articles from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information website.

3. Fundamentals of squats
There are different types of squats that Bodybuilding.com have defined to be used over the time
the “back, front, overhead, Zercher, Bulgarian split, hack, one legged, goblet squats” and the
list could go more on and on in which most of these squats use weights and the other are freeweighted squats.

Figure 1: Muscle Worked in Squats (Courtesy of Nobrainermuscle.com)
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The figure above illustrates the muscles in which the squats plays a major role at. Taking into
consideration the primary muscle, which are the quadriceps Femoris muscles and glutes. The
secondary muscles which are the Hamstrings, the back muscles. The final muscles which squats
engages are the tertiary muscles, to be specific, it’s the Calves of the legs.

3.1 Differences between powerlifting and bodybuilding squats
Dave Tate, CEO of EliteFTS has produced the ultimate squats manual in order to understand
the concept of squats and how to perform it, “A bodybuilder squat is typically much narrower,
more upright, and activates the quads through a much greater range of motion. It's all about
tension, or isolating the quads while minimizing involvement of the lower back and gluts (to a
degree). On the other hand, a powerlifting squat is geared towards minimizing tension and just
focusing on the movement. In powerlifting, whatever method or stance that allows you to move
the most weight is the right stance for you" (Tate, 2014). Thus in order to understand the
difference, the first option would go for the muscle building but the second option would go for
the movement of the body to perform its tasks with heavy weights.

3.2 Important solid points with squats
The three important points in which not only squats but any sports performance would place a
great impact on are the mental, technical, and physical attributes.
The mental attribute plays a major role in getting the athlete to perform the squat in a
professional way, but it requires a specific mind-set in which takes time and to become as skilful
as possible. The second point would be overcoming the fear of being under that bar, while fear
is built up on the athlete to perform a specific task, it could become a major issue in the future
not to attempt it again. The third point would be excuses not to perform the squat in a proper
manner which would attempt to injure the athlete in any form.
The technical attribute is not a pretty straight forward topic, in which different styles or forms
can be acceptable in order to perform the move. With proper trial and error, we could find out
the proper stance for the athlete in which it identifies what are the goals of the athlete’s would
like to accomplish.
The physical attribute plays on the condition of the athletes lower back, abs, gluts and hips. In
order to have a proper squats, good condition of all of these parts of the body must be in good
shape and willing to exceed their limits in order to grow and be much more resistance to fail
while performing the task.
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3.3 Squat mistakes
Out of the 19 mistakes in which Dave Tate mentioned in his manual, the majority are based on
mental attributes in which to remind them of performing the squat in the proper way. For
example, “not arching the bar out of the rack, not spreading the floor and pushing knees out,
not starting with an arch and outside bottom”. Other writers such as Tony Gentilcore, strength
and conditioning specialist through the NSCA and is the co-founder/co-owner of Cressey
Performance, mentioned that maintaining tightness while squatting is an important aspect of a
proper squat. The tightness of the muscles such as the grip, the abs, and the gluts.

4. Online question results
A question was placed in different bodybuilding websites in order to get different opinions on
how a bodybuilder performs their squat, and the mind-set they would have while performing it.
30 different people have answered the question on different bodybuilding forums.

4.1 Bodybuilding.com forum
Members on the website discussed different approaches on how to perform a squat, noticeable
trends between the members was as following:







Stance is an important part before performing the squat
The words “Come on”, “Go! Go! Go!”, “Breath”, “Stay straight” was occurring
continuously
Tight body parts are important (squeezing)
Some would hold their breath while performing, some would exhale while going up
the rack
Placing pressure on the feet, and keeping the knee caps out
One member commented on how he lift up the weights after the dive, keeping in mind
him leaning forward

4.2 Men’s Health forum
Members over here tend to refer to YouTube videos as a part of answering the question. One
female member have commented that she doesn’t tend to do squats with weights. Moreover,
one member expressed aggression before working out as a part of their pump. The same
member as a part of motivation tends to have someone around him which lifts much heavier
weights.
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4.3 UK Muscle forum
The majority of the answers were from this forum as different members discussed different
moves and the importance of form while performing the squats. The conclusion between the
members would go as following:




Tight back
Breathing is important and how to inhale and exhale at the proper time
Keeping a clear head and focus on the form

Tehdarkstar comments was “I find that 'psyching' yourself up for the lift, especially when lifting
very heavy, is a very personal thing. Each person has their routine, what they like to think and
how they go about it. Personally, on the lead up to the lift I usually feel a mixture of fear of
failure and excitement so what I try to do is psyche myself up to get angry. How I do it is a very
personal thing as I know what gets me going. Once I unrack the bar itself and start performing
the lift then 100% of my thoughts are focused in driving through the lift and on the feedback
I'm getting from my body.”
IamNotAPervert! expressed his lifting cues step by step and asked him to elaborate more on the
motivational and reminder side, the answer was as following “don't bother psyching myself up
before a set, just get focussed. I tend to call on aggression towards the end of the set as the
going gets tough”.

4.4 T Nation forum
The curiosity level in this forum was pretty intense to know the idea behind my question, since
most of the results were commenting on how every person has a different cue from the other.
Since the question was also intended for dead lifts to, Flipcollar answered: “My main focus,
particularly in the deadlift, is aggression and speed. Taking the weight seriously without being
scared of it is important. If I get nervous about a lift, there's a good chance I'll miss it. I have
to block out the negative thoughts and just attack the weight. The squat is slightly different
because the eccentric portion of the lift requires some control, but coming out of the bottom of
the squat, those same cues are useful for me”. What we can conclude from the above answer is
that, aggression is a part of their cues, but again also is to find related material for injury
prevention.

5. Heavy weight belts with squats
Belts are used widely in competitions in order to protect the back from arching or bending in a
wrong form. However the conceptual idea behind the belt is to feel the abs are pushing towards
the belt in order to arch the back in a correct form. The pros and cons of the belts tends to
deviate between users. According to Nick Horton from Breakingmucsle.com belts may help to
prevent injury to the low back during heavy lifts, and can increase performance, the cons would
be that lower back might not get as strong as possible. All of the upsides to wearing a belt come
down to the idea of intra-abdominal force or pressure.
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A study done by Miyamoto, et al. found that "Wearing abdominal belts raises intra-muscular
pressure of the erector spinae muscles and appears to stiffen the trunk. Assuming that increased
intra-muscular pressure of the erector spinae muscles stabilizes the lumbar spine, wearing
abdominal belts may contribute to the stabilization during lifting exertions.” In short, if you
increase the pressure in the abdomen, then you better stabilize the whole area which makes for
a safer environment for the spine and can increase your ability to lift heavier weights.
When the belt is tightened around the abdomen and prevents the anterior protrusion of
abdominal wall, the belt can work as a resistance against the contraction of the rectus abdominis
muscle. The force produced by the contraction of the rectus abdominis (arrow R) partly changes
its direction to push the belt forward (arrow F) and apply compression to the extensor
compartment of the lumbar spine as shown on the Figure 2.

Figure 2: The hypothesis about the biomechanics of abdominal belts

Another study by Kingma, et al., showed that, "Wearing a tight and stiff back belt while inhaling
before lifting reduces spine loading. This is caused by a moment generated by the belt rather
than by the IAP (intra-abdominal pressure)", which suggests that there may be even more
reasons why belts are beneficial.
By looking bellow at Figure 3, the attribute mg is referencing the force on the upper body plus
arms and barbell due to gravity. Fback and Fabd are referencing the muscular forces of the back
and abdominal muscles, taking into consideration that 90 muscle fascicles were modelled rather
than 2 muscles. The FIAP is referencing the upward reaction force of the pelvis on the trunk due
to the intraabdominal pressure. By which the Fshear and Fcomp are referencing the reactive
intervertebral shear and compression forces at the L5–S1( fifth lumbar and first sacral vertebra)
join. Finally, the Mbelt is referencing the moment generated by the belt. Noting the following
points, the forces due to belt tension are not taken into account in the free body diagram because
they have, by definition, zero net effects. However, belt tension does enhance FIAP, which is
taken into account.
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Figure 3: Free body diagram showing the forces and moments acting on the upper body

Looking at the physiological side point of view, the belt has a major effect on users whenever
they wear the belt. It is important to feel safe and secured for an athlete, and have kits that would
assist in order to prevent injuries. With an intensive research on the mentioned forums.

5.1 Bodybuilding.com forum
The users had different opinions on using the belt:







The majority agrees on wearing the belt as a part of their injury prevention
Some would wear it only on the biggest loads
Some use it because of their breathing not being synced and the belt helps them to
sync
One of them argued on that if the weights without the belt cannot handle the one repmax, which is the maximum number of repetitions, then the torso is weak and need to
train it more
Some use the belt on different exercises not only the squats

5.2 Men’s Health forum
No replies from them so the data is neglected. TEST

5.3 UK Muscle forum
The majority of the answers were from this forum, and as the Bodybuilding.com forum, the
answers were similar to them:




Mixed opinion between wearing a belt and not
Some use it on high intensity workouts with heavy loads
Some use it on arms day

The discussion went on that not wearing a belt is a better choice since it gets your body to deal
with the weights by itself, the other argued about having injuries before without wearing the
belt and now they are doing great with it.
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5.4 T Nation forum
The question was not posted on T Nation but there are relevant articles which relates to that
topic, and which had Olympic lifters and strongman competitor comment on using the belt. To
sum up what the article tell, weight belts are a tool – in the right context they are indispensable,
while in the majority of cases, for the majority of lifters, they are useless at best.
It is required to learn proper form, learn how to brace your core, and focus on getting strong
with as little "gear" as possible.
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